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Near-alpha titanium alloys, such as Ti-6242, experience a reduction in fatigue lifetime 
when the peak stress is held for each loading cycle. This type of sustained peak loading is known 
as dwell fatigue, and it mimics the long durations of high mean stress that gas turbine engine disks 
experience during aircraft takeoff. The significant reduction in lifetime, known as the dwell debit, 
is attributed to the phenomenon of load shedding. Load shedding occurs when an alpha grain well 
oriented for slip, termed a soft grain, lies adjacent to an alpha grain poorly oriented for slip, termed 
a hard grain. At the same macroscopic load, the soft grain stress relaxes and loses its ability to 
carry load, thereby requiring the hard grain to carry a higher load, creating stress localization. The 
region of high local stress acts as a favorable location for early crack nucleation relative to standard 
low cycle fatigue models. This phenomenon is known to be affected by local microstructure and 
temperature, but the underlying mechanisms are not well understood.  
This work utilized Digital Image Correlation with Scanning Electron Microscopy and 
Electron Backscatter Diffraction at multiple length scales to experimentally investigate and 
statistically quantify the effects of temperature and microstructure on strain localization and 
damage accumulation of Ti-6242 during dwell fatigue loading. Plastic strain accumulation was 
observed in heavily microtextured Ti-6242 under dwell fatigue loading at room temperature, 
120°C, and 200°C. After 2 and 200 dwell cycles, plastic deformation maps of the 4 mm x 2.5 mm 
and 500 µm x 500 µm with over 150 million data points were collected to investigate the full gauge 
response and the response of individual grains. Slip traces traversing through 1 to as many as 140 
grains were segmented from each deformation map. The length of each slip trace, orientation, and 
 xvii 
Schmid factors of the grains each trace traverses through, and the active slip family for each trace 
were studied to identify the critical grain characteristics that allow for the percolation of long-
range plastic slip. The room temperature and 120°C cases had significantly more plastic slip 
activity than the 200°C case. At every temperature, plasticity occurred primarily as long-range 
basal slip traces through grains with a high basal Schmid factor that were located in subfeatures of 
microtextured regions, as defined by the current prevailing methods. While there was almost no 
prismatic slip activity at any temperature or length scale, a significant amount of short-range 
pyramidal slip occurred in regions near the long-range basal slip traces. These slip family trends 
were clear after 2 dwell cycles and remained constant with additional cycling to 200 dwell cycles. 
These findings indicate the microstructure of the material, specifically the distribution of basally 
soft grains, dictates the location of plastic strain accumulation from very early dwell cycling 
regardless of temperature. Microstructural regions that behave as a unit under plastic deformation 
are bound by regions with a low basal strength-to-stiffness, a metric which relates the propensity 
basal Schmid factor and the effective elastic modulus of a microstructural region. These results are 
relevant to the phenomenon of load shedding and the dwell fatigue debit, and they can be used to 
inform and improve current and future temperature-dependent dwell fatigue models and MTR 





Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Near-alpha titanium alloys have an excellent strength-to-weight ratio, highly tailorable 
mechanical properties, and are corrosion resistant, leading to their widespread adoption in 
aerospace applications. In particular, the titanium alloy Ti-6242 is under widespread use in the 
compressor disks and blades of gas turbine engines. The compressor disk and blades within the 
intermediate pressure section of gas turbine engines are considered life critical and require reliable 
lifetime predictions [1]. When designing and maintaining these components, a parameter for which 
the mechanisms are not well understood is dwell fatigue. Due to this knowledge gap, fan and 
compressor disks are failing unexpectedly early, causing dangerous and expensive failures. 
Dwell fatigue is characterized by a constant hold at the peak of each load cycle, creating a 
trapezoidal waveform. The hold models the sustained peak stress that components experience 
during take-off, and to a lesser extent the cruise between take-off and landing. Each flight 
represents one dwell cycle in a laboratory setting. The disk dwell fatigue lifetimes of titanium with 
this hold at peak load are dramatically shorter than the lifetimes predicted by standard cyclic 
fatigue estimates. This reduction in lifetime is termed the dwell debit. In Ti-6242, the dwell debit 
is commonly ten to twenty times below the lifetime predicted by low cycle fatigue calculations. 
A recent in-service example of a dwell fatigue engine failure in another titanium alloy, Ti-
6Al-4V, occurred in an Airbus A380 in September 2017. The full report of the Air France A30 
failure investigation from the Bureau of Enquiry and Analysis of Civil Aviation Safety (BEA) was 
released on September 25, 2020 [2]. The report details that the GP7200 No. 4 engine failed with 




and subsequently failed at 3,500 cycles, which is four times earlier than the originally predicted 
15,000 cycle minimum. The plane was able to land safely with no injuries to crew or passengers, 
but the fan hub separated into at least three parts, destroyed the engine casing, and struck the wing 
and airframe of the plane. Historically, dwell fatigue failures and resultant liberated turbine disks 
and blades can lead to catastrophic engine failures. Confirmed dwell fatigue flight failures include 
the GE CF34-3 failure in Barcelona in 2008 and the GE CF6 failure in Beijing in 1997, among 
others which can be found in the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) database [3]. To 
prevent these dangerous and expensive dwell fatigue failures, the titanium and aerospace 
community must develop a better understanding of the mechanisms and contributing factors to the 
initiation of dwell fatigue cracks and the dwell debit. For near-alpha titanium alloys, the dwell 
debit is attributed to the phenomenon of load shedding. 
Load shedding is believed to occur due to the anisotropy of the HCP structure of the 
primary alpha particles in near-alpha titanium alloys. Depending on the relative angle between the 
load direction and the c-axis of the grain orientation, grains can be categorized as hard or soft. At 
the same macroscopic load, soft grains can easily slip and deform while the hard grains resist 
deformation. When dislocations from the soft grain meet the hard-soft interface, they cannot 
traverse into the hard grain and instead pile up at the boundary. This causes the soft grain to shed 
its load onto the hard grain, creating a high localized stress that promotes early crack nucleation 
and faceting, therefore drastically reducing the component’s fatigue lifetime [4]–[9]. This 
phenomenon is known to be impacted by temperature and local microstructure. 
Local microstructure, specifically microtextured regions (MTRs) and their intensity, has 
an important but little understood effect on dwell fatigue lifetimes [10]. MTRs are currently 




misorientation and permitting non-contiguous grouping [10]–[12]. This method produces MTRs 
that compare favorably with the size of the faceted initiation sight of fractured dwell fatigue 
samples [9], [11]–[13]. With relation to the dwell debit, it has been hypothesized that MTRs behave 
as giant grains that allow for large dislocation pile ups, but this theory has not been rigorously 
explored or validated. 
Empirically, it is known that the dwell debit exists at room temperature and peaks at 
~120°C. At temperatures at 200°C and above, the dwell debit disappears, and dwell fatigue 
lifetimes match LCF lifetimes. This non monotonic phenomenon is hypothesized to be due to a 
combination of a temperature dependent reduction in anisotropy and/or a temperature dependent 
strain rate sensitivity but has yet to be experimentally validated [14]–[16]. 
Although load shedding is attributed as the primary driver of dwell debit in Ti-6242, the associated 
strain distributions and their relationship to the microstructure and temperature have never been 
directly observed or validated. This work describes the quantitative characterization of strain 
localizations and their evolution, with relation to the local microstructure and experimental 
temperature, providing new insights into load shedding under dwell fatigue. Ex-situ studies were 
performed at room temperature (RT), 120C and 200C where Ti-6242 samples were loaded via 
dwell fatigue and interrupted at predetermined cycle intervals to capture the deformation response. 
This work utilizes orientation information collected from electron backscatter diffraction 
(EBSD) and full-field plastic strain maps from digital image correlation performed in a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM DIC). The orientation and strain maps are aligned, which allow for the 
extraction and study of the temperature and local microstructural features that contribute to slip 




This thesis is structured into seven chapters. Chapter 1 details the motivation for this project 
and provides an overview of the contents of this thesis. Chapter 2 outlines the necessary literature 
review and background information to understand the current theories and hypothesis relates dwell 
fatigue, crack initiation, and load shedding. In Chapter 3, the experimental methods of EBSD and 
SEM DIC were utilized to study the influence of temperature and local microstructure on the 
plastic strain distribution during dwell loading of Ti-6242. The deformation of groups of grains 
under dwell fatigue loading at RT, 120°C, and 200°C is studied over the whole gauge (4mm x 
2.5mm ) section of dwell samples to understand the cooperative behavior of MTRs described in 
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 utilizes results from the groups of grains that work cooperatively to allow for 
long range slip in the whole gauge section of samples to suggest the use of a strength-to-stiffness 
metric for defining MTRs for crack initiation and load shedding. The behavior of MTRs and 
cooperative clusters of grains is compared to the slip behavior of individual grain in smaller regions 
of interest at RT and 200°C to understand if MTRs can be considered as large grains in Chapter 6. 
Finally, in Chapter 7, the conclusions from the previous chapters are summarized and future work 




Chapter 2 Background 
 
2.1 Structure of Titanium Alloys 
2.1.1 Crystal Structure 
Pure titanium exhibits two predominant crystal structures, a low temperature hexagonal close 
packed (HCP) alpha (α) phase and a body centered cubic (BCC) beta (β) phase, as shown in Figure 
2.1 [17]. For pure titanium, the α->β (HCP-BCC) allotropic phase transformation occurs at a 
temperature of 882°C [17]. This transformation temperature is referred to as the beta transus 
temperature and is heavily influenced by substitutional and interstitial alloying additions. The most 
common alloying element for titanium alloys is aluminum, as it is the only common metal which 
raises the beta transus temperature. Aluminum acts as a substitutional atom in the titanium lattice 
and it is highly soluble in both the α and β phase. The effects of aluminum additions on the beta 
transus temperature of Ti-Al alloys can be seen in the phase diagram in Figure 2.2 [18]. Other 
alloying additions such as oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon, all of which are interstitial species in the 
Ti lattice, are also commonly used as alpha stabilizers. While boron, gallium, germanium, and rare 
earth elements are also known to act as alpha stabilizers, none of them are commonly used as 
alloying elements since they are much more scarce and have a much lower solid solubility in 
titanium than aluminum and oxygen. Both the amount of alloying additions and the 
thermomechanical processing route determine the morphology of the microstructure and volume 
fraction of the alpha and beta phases. Depending on the relative concentrations of the α and β 





Figure 2.1:Unit cell structure of alpha and beta titanium [17] 
 
2.1.2 Alloying and Processing 
The alloy used in this thesis is Ti-6242, which is an α + β alloy with aluminum, tin, zirconium, 
and molybdenum additions [17]. Specifically, in Ti-6242, tin and zirconium behave as alpha 
stabilizers. They are thermodynamically neutral in titanium, but segregate to the alpha phase due 
to the chemical similarity of zirconium to titanium and the fact that tin can replace the aluminum 
in the hexagonal ordered Ti3Al phase (α2). Molybdenum acts as an isomorphous beta stabilizer 
and allows for the beta phase to stabilize at room temperature. These effects are shown 
schematically in Figure 2.3. 
 





Figure 2.3: Effect of alloying elements on titanium phase diagram show schematically [17] 
 
 
The thermomechanical processing of α + β alloys can be tailored to produce three specific 
microstructures: fully lamellar, fully equiaxed, or a bi-modal microstructure. The Ti-6242 used in 
this study was processed to produce a fully equiaxed microstructure. Fully equiaxed 
microstructures are typically produced in a four-step process: homogenization, deformation, 
recrystallization, and annealing. The first is homogenization of the beta phase field above the beta 
transus temperature. The cooling rate from the homogenization temperature is critical for 
determining the resultant microstructure, as it determines the thickness of the alpha lamella formed 
during cooling. Slower cooling rates result in thicker alpha lamellae, which relates to a larger final 
alpha particle size. Next, the material is deformed plastically to introduce sufficient dislocation 
content for complete recrystallization during the next step. Step III is the recrystallization process, 
where annealing at temperatures below the beta transus temperature allows for dislocation 
evolution (e.g. cell formation, sub-grain boundary formation) and the eventual formation of new 
alpha grains with few residual dislocations. The temperature that this step is performed at 
determines for volume fraction of recrystallized equiaxed primary alpha grains, and a low cooling 




beta phase and allow only the recrystallized alpha particle grains to grow during this step. The 
final annealing heat treatment temperature determines whether Ti3Al particles will form or not. At 
lower temperatures Ti3Al will precipitate and age-harden the alpha phase, whereas higher 
temperature annealing will only act as a stress relieving treatment. Additionally, the annealing 
temperature will dictate the formation of secondary alpha in the beta phase of the material. The 
material in this study has been processed to contain only a small amount of the beta phase (less 
than 10 % by volume) and is termed a near-alpha alloy. A summary of the processing route for 
full equiaxed α + β titanium alloys and the influence of different processing parameters is 
summarized in Figure 2.4 and Table 2.1 [17]. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Processing route for fully equiaxed microstructure of α+β titanium alloy recrystallized 















Table 2.1 : Important processing parameters and resulting microstructural features for fully 





During the deformation process of the (alpha + beta) phases, the temperature at which the 
process takes place can result in the development of crystallographic texture. Texture is defined as 
a preferential distribution of the orientation of the (0002) plane of the grains within the material 
relative to the processing direction [19]. Rolling is the most common processing route, and the 
texture is typically discussed relative to the rolling direction (RD).  At low deformation 
temperatures, a high volume fraction of the alpha phase is present and an alpha deformation texture 
(called a basal/transverse) occurs. At higher deformation temperatures, a high-volume fraction of 
the beta phase is present and a beta deformation texture occurs. Texture refers to the 
crystallographic nature of the microstructure as a whole and ignores the spatial distribution of the 





Thermomechanical processing can also induce microtexture, which differs from the overall 
texture of the material in that it describes the spatial clustering of grains with similar orientations. 
During the formation of these clusters of similarly oriented grains, the recrystallization step does 
not occur in the classical sense [20]. A micro textured region (MTR) refers to the clustering of α 
grains and transformed beta regions with similar crystallographic orientation [11], [12], [21], [22]. 
An example of a microtextured material with MTRs is in Figure 2.5. The deformation of beta 
grains during the second strep produces a texture, and the alpha plates that form upon cooling 
retain some aspects of this texture during the cooling process due to the burgers orientation 
relationship [23]. The clusters of similarly oriented grains are a result of large initial beta colony 
structures which form primary alpha grains with a similar orientation during the second 
deformation processing stage, as the number of deformation modes available to the hexagonal 
alpha phase is limited [21].  
There have been few attempts to quantitatively characterize microtexture. One notable 
exception is the work of Woodfield et al. [11], [12], who segmented MTRs from EBSD data using 
a 20° misorientation angle between adjacent pixels. The authors developed a regression model that 
related characteristics of MTRs and the primary alpha grains to dwell fatigue capability. The model 
proposed accounted for the volume fraction and size of MTRs (called the primary alpha colony 
fraction in the original paper) as well as the size and volume fraction of and degree of 
crystallographic alignment of the individual primary alpha particles within the MTRs. These 
results were used to predict fatigue lifetime as a function of microstructure for a wide range of 
thermomechanical processes [11]. A later formulation by Pilchak et al. [24] extended this method 




into MTRs. The size and shapes of the MTRs obtained by these segmentation algorithms agree 
well with the size and shapes of the faceted initiation sites on fracture surfaces of failed dwell 
fatigue specimens[10], [13].  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Example of previous beta-annealed and hot rolled Ti-6242 exhibiting MTRs. The 
average grain size is 10 µm and MTR sizes range from 1-3 mm.  
 
 
2.2 Mechanical Properties of Near-alpha Titanium Alloys 
Crack initiation under dwell fatigue in a near-alpha titanium alloy is a complex process that 
is related to the plastic and elastic anisotropy, creep behavior, strain rate sensitivity, and local 
microstructure. Each of these mechanisms is also known to be temperature dependent with 
different behavior over the range of 20°C-200°C. In the following section, each of these properties 
of near-alpha titanium alloys are discussed with respect to their effect on dwell crack initiation.  
2.2.1 Anisotropy 
As the Ti-6242 used for this study has a fully equiaxed microstructure and is considered a near-
alpha alloy, its mechanical response is dictated by the anisotropy of the HCP alpha phase. The 
HCP structure causes an anisotropic response in the material under both elastic and plastic 




undergo twinning, only the anisotropy of the modulus and planar slip activity need to be considered 
for our study of Ti-6242 [17], [25], [26]. 
2.2.2 Modulus  
Both the modulus of elasticity and the shear modulus for the HCP alpha phase of titanium vary 
as a function of the angle between the c-axis of the grain and the loading direction. The transversely 
isotropic elastic response for a single crystal of pure alpha titanium between 100 GPa and 145 GPa 
is shown in Figure 2.6 [27]. This response occurs due to the close packing of atoms along the basal 
plane of the unit cell. The elastic bulk response of polycrystalline alpha titanium exhibits 
anisotropy due to crystallographic texture in a less dramatic way, where the intensity of the texture 
dictates this response. As the testing temperature increases, polycrystalline alpha titanium has an 
almost linear decrease of both its modulus of elasticity and shear modulus, as seen in  Figure 2.7 
[28].  
 
Figure 2.6: Elastic Modulus (E) of a single crystal of α Ti as a function of the declination angle (γ)  






Figure 2.7: Elastic Modulus (E) and Shear Modulus (G) of α Ti polycrystals as a function of  
temperature [28] 
 
2.2.3 Plastic Deformation  
Since twinning is suppressed in Ti-6242 by the aluminum alloying additions, plastic 
deformation is accommodated by planar dislocation slip in this near-alpha titanium alloys. Slip 
occurs on one of the three known slip planes: basal (001), prismatic {10¯10}, and first and second 
order pyramidal {10-11} and {11-22} respectively, as shown in Figure 2.8. Slip directions are in 
the close packed <11-20> or <11-23> directions. When only considering slip in the <11-20>, there 
are only 4 independent slip systems [29], [30], which falls short of 5 independent slip systems 
required by the von Mises criterion for homogenous plastic deformation of a polycrystal. To satisfy 
the von Mises criterion in the absence of twinning, deformation along the c-axis with a non-basal 





Figure 2.8: Slip planes and directions for hexagonal α phase 
 
 
To activate a slip system and initiate dislocation glide, the slip system must experience a stress in 
excess of the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS), which is the minimum required shear stress for 
dislocation activity. The resolved shear stress for each individual slip system from an applied 
tensile stress can be calculated using Schmid’s law 
 𝜏𝑅𝑆𝑆 = 𝜎 × 𝑚𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑑     (1) 
 
where τ is the resolved shear stress, σ is the applied tensile stress, and m is the Schmid factor as 
define by 
 𝑚𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑑 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜅 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜆      (2) 
 
where κ is the angle between the slip plane normal and the applied force, and λ is the angle between 




The CRSS for <c+a> slip is typically reported as being 3-5 times larger than <a> type slip in near-
alpha titanium alloys, meaning that pyramidal <c+a> slip is 3-5 times more difficult to activate 
than basal or prismatic type slip. Despite numerous investigations, there is no consensus on the 
CRSS for each slip system or the ratio between the CRSS for basal, prismatic, <a> pyramidal, and 
<c+a> pyramidal slip in titanium alloys [4], [31]–[41]. This uncertainty is due to the difficulty in 
measuring the CRSS in non-cubic metals with traditional single-crystal techniques, especially 
since most engineering materials are two phase and therefore not available in a single crystal form 
for testing [42]. In Ti-6242, micropillar compression, crystal plasticity modeling, and slip 
activation during in-situ tensile testing have all produced conflicting CRSS results [4], [7], [14], 
[25], [38], [41]–[45]. There is even debate on whether basal slip or prismatic slip is more easily 
activated [44], [46], [47]. For the sake of simplicity, the results from a single crystal model material 
is presented for discussion. The CRSS values from this single crystal study are used in most of the 
state-of-the-art models for load shedding and crack initiation in Ti alloys [14], [15], [48]. It is 
hypothesized that the temperature relationships demonstrated apply to the slip systems regardless 
of what their actual CRSS values are [15]. The CRSS required for each type of slip in a model Ti-
Al alloy, Ti-7Al is shown in Figure 2.10 from a study by Hasija et al. [7] and fitted by Ozturk et 
al. [14]. With an increase in temperature, the CRSS for all slip systems decreases. Between ~300 
K and 570 K, the rate of decrease for the CRSS for the pyramidal slip system is significantly larger 
than for the basal and prismatic systems. Therefore, with increasing temperature, the material 

























Figure 2.10: CRSS relative to temperature for Ti-7Al [7], [14]. With increasing temperature, the 
CRSS for all slip systems decreases. From ~270-550 K, the CRSS for pyramidal slip falls at a 
greater rate than the CRSS for basal and prismatic slip. Above 650 K, there is not a significant 
difference between the CRSS for basal, prismatic, and pyramidal slip, implying a reduction in 
anisotropy.  
 
2.2.4 Creep  
While creep is typically only considered a significant deformation mechanism at temperatures 
above half of the materials melting temperature, titanium alloys are known to experience room 
temperature creep at less than 0.25 its melting temperature [50], [51].   
Slip on the easy to activate basal and pyramidal planes dominates the cold creep phenomenon 
rather than a diffusion type process as seen in other alloys at higher temperatures. The hypothesis 
in the scientific community is that creep deformation first occurs in grains well oriented for basal 
and prismatic slip, and then activates in the less favorably oriented grains with time. This 




dwell fatigue and load shedding. The early onset and subsequent exhaustion of easy to activate 
slip is believed to be the cause of the material’s high initial transient deformation rate which 
steadily decreases with time, as shown in Figure 2.11. This creep rate phenomenon has been 
supported by both crystal plasticity[43], [46], [52] and cellular automata models [53].  
Work from Neeraj and Mills [54] used a strain-rate-sensitive Holloman flow equation to model 
the creep strain and determined that at room temperature Ti-6242 had a strain rate sensitivity 
comparable to other common materials. They instead attributed the room temperature creep and 
non-exhaustive transient creep behavior in Ti alloys to their low strain hardening exponents. On a 
microstructural level, they conclude that primary creep occurs due to the highly planar slip in the 
alpha phase caused by short-range ordering (SRO) of the Ti and Al atoms.  
The microstructural dependence of creep behavior of Ti-6242 and Ti-6-4 was studied by 
Brandes et al. [55]. They found that plastic strain accumulation during creep occurred more rapidly 
in weaker microstructures with lower strain hardening and higher strain rate sensitivities. 
Additionally, a reduction in the ɑ-lathe thickness in conjunction with thick ꞵ-ribs between the 
lathes and secondary ɑ content had the highest strength and creep resistance. The strengthening 
from the secondary alpha is sensitive to morphology. The microstructures with long, thin ɑ-
precipitates within the ꞵ-ribs were less likely to undergo creep than microstructures that contained 







Figure 2.11: Creep rate of Ti-6242 [54] 
 
 
2.3 Dwell Fatigue in Near-alpha Titanium Alloys 
Before the 1970s the main consideration of room temperature creep of alpha titanium was for 
the dimensional stability of components under high stress. However, in 1972 the first documented 
instance of dwell fatigue failure occurred when two near-alpha titanium fan discs in Rolls-Royce 
engines ruptured unexpectedly early compared to their predicted low cycle fatigue (LCF) lifetimes. 
The discs of IMI 685 entered service after passing all pre-service screening [6], [56]. The final 
report on these premature failures were attributed to the phenomenon of dwell fatigue [57]. Dwell 
fatigue has continued to be an active area of study over the past fifty years, with the room 
temperature creep and stress redistribution of titanium alloys as the focus of this unexplained 
phenomenon [5], [8], [58]. 
Dwell fatigue fundamentally deviates from low cycle fatigue, in that at the top of each loading 
cycle the peak stress is held, creating a trapezoidal waveform as seen in Figure 2.12. The hold 
more accurately models the sustained peak stress that components experience during take-off, 
when the engine is initially cold and then running at max power to reach the cruising altitude. To 




domain of the flight relative to dwell.  Each flight cycle dramatically reduces the lifetime of near-
alpha titanium alloy turbine disks when compared to the lifetime predicted by standard cyclic 
fatigue loading calculations. This reduction in lifetime is termed the dwell debit. In Ti-6242, the 
dwell debit is commonly ten to twenty times below the lifetime predicted by low cycle fatigue 
calculations. It has been shown that near-alpha Ti alloys such as Ti-6242 experience a significant 
dwell debit, while alpha + beta alloys with a higher volume fraction of beta, such as Ti-6-4 and Ti-
6246, are significantly less dwell susceptible [17], [59]. All titanium alloys exhibit a small dwell 
debit of two to three times, but when this debit is greater than ten times, the parts fail 
catastrophically and unexpectedly.  This fatigue damage accumulated in the alpha phase [45], 
[60]–[63], which is softer than the precipitation strengthened beta phase. In these near-alpha 
titanium alloys, a phenomenon known as load shedding in the alpha grains and MTRs is 
hypothesized to be the cause of this damage accumulation and lifetime reduction. 
 
 
Figure 2.12: Representative dwell fatigue wave form 
 
 
2.3.1 Load Shedding 
Load shedding stems from crystallographic anisotropy, where favorably oriented grains 
undergo plastic deformation, which forces neighboring elastically deforming grains to carry a 




direction produces a distinct elastic modulus in each grain. In the dwell fatigue literature, grains 
with their c-axis near parallel to the loading direction are termed “hard grains,” whereas grains 
with their c-axis near perpendicular to the loading direction are termed “soft grains.” Hard grains 
are well oriented for pyramidal slip, whereas soft grains are well oriented for basal, prismatic, or 
basal and prismatic slip. The critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) required to activate pyramidal 
slip is at least three times greater than the CRSS for basal and prismatic slip [4]. This difference in 
CRSS implies that hard grains remain resistant to plastic deformation while dislocation slip can 
remain active in the soft grains. When this occurs, the interaction between the hard and soft grains 
was first described by a modified Stroh model [5]. According to the model, macroscopically 
applied loads can cause slip to occur in the soft grains, where dislocations move through the soft 
grain until they meet the hard grain boundary. The dislocations then pile up at this hard-soft 
interface and create a significant stress riser, as shown in Figure 2.13. The stress relaxation of the 
soft grain requires the hard grain to carry a higher load, and therefore the soft grain has shed its 
load onto the hard grain [7]–[9]. The hard and soft grain adjacent to each other during load 
shedding are termed a rouge pair.  The soft grain described here is typically modeled as a grain 
well oriented for prismatic slip, with its c-axis near perpendicular to the load direction. This is 
because in many cases, prismatic <a> slip is considered the most easily activated slip system in 
the ɑ phase of most titanium alloys. As mentioned in section 2.2.3, there is much debate over the 
actual CRSS for each slip system, relative ratios, and whether basal or prismatic slip is more easily 
activated. Experimental work from Bantounas on Ti-6Al-4V and Sinha on Ti-6242 supports this 
pile up model for crack initiation [9], [64]. This region of highly localized stress creates a favorable 




initiation site is characterized by a subsurface faceted crack initiation with a physical orientation 
near 45° to the loading direction within a few degrees of the basal (0002)α orientation [13].  
 
Figure 2.13: Modified Stroh model adopted by Evans and Bache to describe dwell crack initiation 
[5], [17] 
 
Experimental work by Brandes et al. [59] expanded the definition of a hard-soft pair relative 
to the modified Stroh model for crack initiation. By examining fracture surfaces of Ti-7Al dwell 
fatigue samples, faceted initiation sites and extensive grain pile up were observed to occur between 
grains that would be traditionally defined as soft-soft pairs in the absence of traditional-hard-soft 
pairs [59]. While both grains in these pairs were independently well oriented for basal and/or 
prismatic slip, the grains themselves were not well oriented relative to each other for slip transfer 
between grains, which resulted in a pile up at the interface. The orientations of grains that 
experience dislocation pile up between them are illustrated in Figure 2.14. Samples that experience 
this soft-soft initiation, were textured via extrusion to exclude traditional hard grain orientations. 
This work highlights the importance of neighborhood effects and slip transfer as the primary 







Figure 2.14: Examples of grain pairs that are capable of producing basal place facets in titanium 
alloys according to Brandes et al.[59] 
 
While the modified Stroh model by Evans and Bache accounts for the necessary but not 
sufficient requirement related to crystallographic orientation, shortcomings of the model include 
that it does not account for the dwell effect of the time dependence of the load shedding 
phenomenon [6], [65]. In recent years, more complex crystal plasticity finite element models 
(CPFEM) and discrete dislocation plasticity (DDP) models have been developed to describe the 
load shedding phenomenon, but they are still based on the idea of dislocation pile ups.   
Hasija et al. and Deka et al. developed rate dependent CPFE models that investigate the effect 
of time-dependent slip and stress relaxation in the soft grains that produce stress concentrations in 
the hard grains due to the compatibility requirement [7], [46]. They found that the time-dependent 
local creep and stress redistribution increases incrementally with each dwell cycle. 
Venkatramani et al. expanded on this time dependent model to investigate the size-dependence 
of the hard and soft features [43], [52]. Their model incorporated the effects of the microstructure, 
grain size, colony size. Their model predicted that the stress concentration that occurred on the 




material in a two-phase titanium alloy. Those two features led to a larger amount of plastic strain 
in the soft regions, which in turn created a larger stress concentration in the hard grain.  
Further progress with this framework was performed by Anahid et al. [66], [67] to create a 
microstructurally dependent crack nucleation model that would predict the number of cycles and 
microstructural location of crack nucleation. The model relied on the development of stress in the 
hard grain and the accumulation of slip and dislocation activity in the soft grain. This was later 
developed into a hierarchical model of nucleation, which accounts for microstructure, grain size, 
crystal orientation, and microtexture [68], [69]. 
The foundational CPFE dwell fatigue crack nucleation model from Anahid was further 
developed by Ozturk to investigate the effects of temperature and microstructure on dwell fatigue 
crack nucleation [14]. By comparing models run with cyclic loading and dwell fatigue loading, 
they found that MTRs accumulate more strain and are more detrimental to the fatigue lifetime 
under dwell loading. They also concluded that as the dwell time is reduced and approaches the 
loading profile of cyclic fatigue, the number of cycles to crack nucleation increases. The 
temperature dependent portion of the model and associated findings are explained in section 2.3.3. 
A separate rate dependent CPFE model developed originally by Dunne et al. [65], [70] 
investigated the grain boundary morphology and relaxation time scale during dwell loading. They 
utilized geometrically necessary dislocations in their model which provided a physical length scale 
for plasticity. In this work, they found that the test control mode significantly affected load 
shedding. Dwell held in strain control resulted in less load shedding and smaller stress 
concentrations on the hard grain that dwell cycles held in stress control. This indicates a stress 




The Dunne CPFE model was furthered by Zhang et al. who investigated the temperature 
dependent creep and load shedding behavior during dwell of a near alpha alloys [15]. They linked 
the temperature dependence of the dwell debit to the strain rate sensitivity and stress relaxation of 
α titanium, which is discussed more in section 2.3.3. The rate sensitivity was further investigated 
by Zheng et al. [71] with a rate sensitive DDP model which allowed for the thermal dislocation 
escape from obstacles, further discussed in section 2.3.3. The CPFE model from Zhang et al. was 
subsequently updated to include alternative loading stress states and the results from the DPP 
model by Zheng et al. [71] The models from Dunne et al. [65], [70], Zhang et al. [15], and Zheng 
et al. [71] all focus on the time-dependent and temperature dependent strain rate sensitivity as the 
primary driving force for dwell fatigue crack nucleation.  
The load shedding phenomenon and dwell debit are influenced by several factors, including 
hold time, ambient temperature, rate sensitivity, test control mode, local microstructure. Each of 
these factors will be discussed briefly in this background, but the bulk of this thesis will focus on 
the mechanisms related to local microstructure and ambient temperature. 
2.3.2 Hold Time 
Dwell fatigue is characterized by a hold at peak stress, and the duration of that hold influences 
dwell debit. An early study of the dwell debit by Evans and Gostelow confirmed that a 600 second 
hold at peak stress imposed a significant dwell debit [72]. Systematic research by Bache et al. 
demonstrated an increased strain accumulation and subsequent increase in dwell debit for holds 
up to 600 seconds [5]. In this study and in the dwell community at large, a dwell time of 120 s is 
used. Previous studies show that the dwell debit increases up to 120 s and that only a minimal 
increase in dwell debit occurs past that point [17]. When comparing static loading conditions to 




peak stress [6], [58], [73], [74]. The critical hold time that would maximize the dwell debit is 
believed to be somewhere in the 2-5 minute range [6], [74], [75]. As dwell experiments are time 
consuming and costly, and the creep mechanism should be the same within that time range (i.e. a 
single dwell test to 10,000 cycles with a 600 second hold and 1 second loading unloading would 
take almost 70 days of continuous running), the 2 minute hold has become the industry standard 
for lab experiments [6], [17]. 
2.3.3 Thermal Dependence 
The mechanisms behind load shedding are temperature dependent. The most significant dwell 
debit for Ti-6242 has been observed at approximately 120°C, with dwell sensitivity essentially 
disappearing at temperatures above nominally 200°C [15], [76]. However, there are different 
hypotheses under investigation for how this occurs. Two current theories on the role of temperature 
in load shedding are as follows:  
(1) The thermal dependence of load shedding is due to the decrease in the difference in 
strengths of different grain orientations with increasing temperature, as determined through 
Crystal Plasticity Finite Element (CPFE) modeling [14]. At 120°C, the CRSS required to 
activate pyramidal slip is more than two times greater than CRSS for prismatic and basal 
slip [25]. As the temperature rises, the CRSS required for pyramidal slip decreases to match 
the CRSS required for basal and prismatic slip [25]. The strength mismatch between the 
hard and soft grains thereby diminishes, quickly redistributing the stress and allowing 
dislocations to traverse through the hard grain rather than collect at the boundary. It is 
further hypothesized that this drop in CRSS results in a more homogeneous deformation at 
the microscale, but this has not been thoroughly validated [7]. One shortcoming of this 




empirically. Rather the dwell debit is worse at room temperature, and then decreases with 
increasing temperature.  
(2) The second model identifies the effect of the temperature dependence of strain rate 
sensitivity in addition to the change of slip strength as the primary mechanisms for load 
shedding [15], [77]. During the loading cycle, dislocations are pinned at obstacles, and 
time-dependent thermally activated dislocation escape allows the dislocations to continue 
moving through the material. At 120°C in Ti-6242, the time constant associated with the 
activation energy required for dislocation escape is comparable to the dwell hold time. This 
allows for significant load shedding to occur, since the dislocations overcome their obstacle 
during the dwell period which allows more dislocations to nucleate and form extended pile 
up structures at the hard-soft boundary. At 200°C, the pinned dislocations escape so rapidly 
prior to the stress hold that the material reaches an equilibrium state before the dwell period, 
and no load shedding occurs. If the temperature is too low or the activation energy too high 
relative to the hold time, an additional case is proposed where load shedding is absent as 
the dislocations are completely unable to escape their obstacles [77], [78]. It is further 
shown that this strain rate sensitivity also depends upon crystallographic orientation, 
wherein the sensitivities of the basal and prismatic slip systems were shown to be very 
different in Ti-6242 through single crystal pillar compression experiments and micro-
tensile experiments [15], [78], [79].  
The exact mechanisms behind load shedding and the associated dwell debit have yet to be fully 
understood or rigorously tested. The second model fundamentally deviates from the first, as it 
accounts for a thermally activated obstacle escape in addition to the temperature dependence of 




redistribution of stress and strain in individual grains and MTRs during each dwell load cycle, a 
thermal phenomenon that has yet to be experimentally observed. 
2.3.4 Stain Rate Sensitivity  
The strain rate sensitivity of near-alpha titanium alloys is believed to be the cause of load 
shedding and high basal stress necessary for crack nucleation [67], [80], [81]. Fundamentally the 
strain rate sensitivity relates the flow stress and strain rate assuming a constant strain rate and 
temperature [78]. Since dwell fatigue is a time sensitive deformation phenomenon, as seen in 
previous studies of the hold time [6], [74], [75], it is important to consider the rate sensitive 
properties of the material [47], [58]. The anisotropy of the elastic and plastic response of the 
material imply that the strain rate sensitivity exhibits anisotropy relative to grain orientation 
relative to loading and corresponding slip systems [78]. Therefore the time dependent stress 
amplification as a result of material strain rate sensitivity should play a role in the load shedding 
and early crack nucleation of dwell fatigue near-alpha titanium alloys [82].  
Experimental work by Chichili et al. [83] studied the bulk room temperature strain rate 
sensitivity of alpha-titanium alloys over the strain rate range of 10−5 to 105 s−1. Their results indicate 
that with increasing strain rate, the flow stress increases, and the alloy exhibits a significant 
increase in strain rate sensitivity. They concluded that plastic deformation is primarily 
accommodated by dislocation slip at both low and high strain rates, and that the rate of dislocation 
accumulation and density increased with increasing strain rate. Additionally, with increasing strain 
rate, they observed a greater number of twin nucleation sites, but plastic deformation was still 
predominantly accommodated by dislocations. 
These anisotropic rate sensitive mechanisms can influence the dislocation pile up behavior 




investigated the localized strain rate sensitivity of individual alpha-particle orientations by quasi-
static pillar compression experiments at different strain rates [78]. Specifically, they observed that 
the strain rate sensitivity of prism slip is 2-3 times higher than the rate sensitivity for basal slip.  
The basal oriented grains were more resistant to dislocation motion and exhibited more 
complicated dislocation interactions, which created more slip localization and a higher hardening 
gradient.  
Discrete Dislocation Plasticity (DDP) modeling by Zheng et al. has been used to understand 
mechanistic behavior for this room temperature strain rate sensitivity [71], [84]. Traditional DDP 
models only include rate sensitivity contributions from dislocation nucleation and mobility, both 
of which are typically only active at large strain rates and temperatures. In most materials, it is 
hypothesized that the increase in plastic flow stress with an increase in strain rates is due to a 
transition from thermal dislocation activation events at low strain rates to the viscous drag of 
dislocations at high strain rates [85]. Modeling work by Zheng et al. that incorporated the 
activation energy for self-diffusion into a DDP model for α Titanium alloys produced a strain rate 
sensitivity response that matches experimental strain rate sensitivities at low temperature [47], 
[71]. The addition of the thermally activated dislocation motion at room temperature explains the 
associated strain rate sensitivity in near-alpha titanium alloys.   
2.3.5 Test Control Mode  
For the loading curve, it is important to note that a stress-controlled hold is more damaging 
than a strain-controlled hold. Crystal Plasticity Finite Element (CPFE) Modeling by Zhang et al. 
[15] utilized the strain rate sensitivity, creep, and stress relaxation of individual grains. They found 
that under strain-controlled loading, local rate-dependent slip accumulation does not occur. The 




no load shedding occurs. In strain-controlled testing, the material experiences an overall reduction 
in stress over the dwell period and no stress accommodation is necessary. During a stress-
controlled test, the soft grain in a rouge pair experiences significant creep via rate-dependent slip 
accumulation and load shedding from the soft to the hard grain occurs. The experiments in this 
thesis are performed under load-control to induce and study load shedding and its sensitivity to 
temperature and local microstructure.  
2.3.6 MTR Dependence 
The effects of microstructure are an important yet little understood parameter for dwell fatigue 
and associated lifetimes. A significant amount of excellent work has been done to study this effect 
but with such complex materials with limited test volumes, it is difficult to isolate the exact 
conditions which lead to early failure. Dwell sensitivity and load shedding depend on the local 
microstructure, specifically the presence of microtextured regions (MTRs). Microtexture refers to 
the clustering of α grains and transformed beta regions with similar crystallographic orientation. 
The key attributes of MTRs important to dwell fatigue include the volume fraction, the size, and 
the orientation spread of the aligned grains. These attributes may be grouped together and 
collectively referred to as the “intensity” of the MTRs, which enables a single parameter 
characterization that can be used for volumetric statistical extrapolation [10]. Microtexture is 
believed to assist in the formation of fatigue cracks [8], [43]. Globally, MTRs are believed to 
define the “effective structural unit” size, implying that the interfaces between these regions is the 
upper bound of the slip length due to the ease of slip transmission between grains with similar 
orientation [9], [43], [86]–[91]. It has been postulated that load shedding is dictated by the 
evolution of the plastic strain within the soft grain or MTR [43]. As the size of the soft region 




number of dislocations in the pileup, a stronger stress concentration at the boundary with the hard 
grain, and a greater load-shedding effect [8], [43]. MTRs can potentially produce especially large 
load shedding effects due to their size, as processing can produce MTRs many orders of magnitude 
greater than the individual grain size [8].  
2.3.7 Dwell Fatigue Fracture Surfaces 
 During dwell fatigue of near alpha titanium alloys, dislocation pile ups result in crack 
nucleation, typically in one alpha grain.  If suitably oriented grains are present, the cracks will 
continue to grow faceted planes on the fracture surface that are visually similar to cleavage like 
fracture, as shown in Figure 2.15. These formation facets generally occur in subsurface grains 
within the bulk of the material that have their c-axis near-perpendicular to the loading direction, 
when loaded below the macroscopic yield strength [5], [62], [72]. Grain orientation studies 
performed on dwelled titanium fracture surfaces indicate that the grains involved in the initiation 
site fracture on a plane approximately 10° from its basal slip plane [9]. While these sites are 
visually similar to brittle fracture, TEM analysis on the facets regions of dwelled fracture surfaces 







Figure 2.15: Faceted fracture surface of a dwelled sample of near-alpha titanium alloy, Ti-8Al-
1Mo-1V, loaded with 2 minute peak holds with a peak stress of 95% of the macroscopic yield 
strength.  (A) Low magnification SEM image of the fracture surface. The faceted region is 
enclosed with the black line, and the initiation facet, propagation facets and secondary initiation 
site are labeled by IF, PF, and SIS respectively. (B) High resolution SEM image of the initiation 
facet (DW-1) and the propagation facets (DW-2 through DW-7). The initiation facet is included 




Chapter 3  Methodology 
Forged and hot-rolled Ti-6242 plates of ~11.5 mm thickness provided by AFRL were 
processed to produce large MTRs on the order of 1-3 mm. 50mm x 50mm x 50mm plates were cut 
from a beta annealed billet and hot rolled at 1500°F at 10% reduction in thickness per pass to a 
total reduction of approximately 75% reduction. The final reduced plates were heat treated at 
1750°F for 2 hours and furnace cooled. Fatigue specimens were electrodischarge machined from 
the plates into flat pin loaded dogbone-shaped samples with dimensions of 50mm x 10mm x 1mm, 
with a gauge cross section of 1mm x 3mm and length of 6 mm. The schematic for the pin loaded 
dog bones is seen in Figure 3.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Schematic of pin loaded dwell fatigue dogbone with overall dimensions of 50mm x 






 Five samples were then mechanically ground at 240, 400, 600, and 800 grit with a final 
polishing to a mirror finish using a 1:4 30% hydrogen peroxide solution: MasterMet 2 Colloidal 
mixture. The areas of interest (AOI) were defined in the center of each sample gage (Three samples 
with a large 4 mm x 2.5 mm AOI and two samples with a small 500 µm x 500 µm AOI) by placing 
15 µm x 7 µm and 500 nm thick fiducial markers by platinum vapor deposition at the four corners 
of the region. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) maps were collected over the region of 
interest for each sample with a step size of 2 um per pixel for the large AOI and a step size of 0.5 
µm per pixel for the small AOI using an EDAX/TSL Hikari EBSD camera. The inverse pole figure 
map relative to the loading direction of each sample is shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. A 
moderate [0 0 0 1] texture relative to the loading direction was observed for each specimen, as 





Figure 3.2: (Top) EBSD data and (Bottom) pole figures showing large MTRs on the length scale 
of 1-3mm and a moderate 0001 texture relative to the loading direction for (A) Sample A (RT), 





Figure 3.3: (Top) EBSD data and (Bottom) pole figures showing a moderate 0001 texture relative 
to the loading direction for (D) Sample D (RT) and (E) Sample E (200°C) 
 
 
After EBSD, a random speckle pattern was applied to the specimen surface for SEM-DIC, in 
which Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is performed inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
to characterize full-field microscale surface deformations. DIC is a full-field, length scale 
independent, surface displacement measurement technique. As the specimen undergoes 
deformation, images are taken of the surface, and the relative displacements of the random speckle 
pattern features are used to calculate a full-field surface displacement map, from which the surface 
strains can be calculated. High resolution images were captured in-SEM and stitched together to 




fields of view [92]–[94]; for example, Specimen A in Table I had a 4 mm x 2.5mm field of view 
(FOV)  collected by stitching a 14 x 22 array of individual 250 µm x 250 µm SEM images. An 
external scan control of the electron beam was implemented to minimize the spatial and temporal 
image distortions that can result from rastering of the electron beam during SEM image collection 
[95], [96]. The random speckle pattern was applied following the method of Montgomery et al. 
[97], in which the specimen surface was sputtered with a 3 nm passivating layer of titanium 
followed by a 17 nm thick layer of silver in a sputter deposition system (AJA ATC 1800)  equipped 
with 2-inch diameter sputter sources. Each sample was subsequently soaked for ~1.75 hour in a 
solution of 1 wt. % NaCl in distilled water to reconfigure the silver layer into a pattern of 
approximately 200 nm speckles. The imaging and testing parameters of each specimen are shown 
in Table 3.1.  
 




Mechanical testing was performed at room temperature (RT), 120°C, and 200°C, as shown in 
Table 3.1.  These temperatures were selected to represent the following cases: (1) a dwell sensitive 
temperature (RT); (2) the largest dwell debit typically observed in industry (120°C); and (3) no 
dwell debit typically observed (200°C) [15], [76]. Dwell fatigue loading is defined by a trapezoidal 
waveform with a 120 second load hold at the 90% of macroscopic yield with a one second 




displacement-controlled uniaxial tension tests to failure in an 810 MTS test machine. The samples 
were pin loaded and heated using two 500 Watt induction heaters (Tempco model CRR30015), 
and the temperature was monitored and maintained to ±2°C with a glass fiber ratio pyrometer 
(model Micro-Epsilon CTRM series) and a PID controller (model Omega CN8200 series). Three 
tensile tests were performed at each temperature, and the 0.2% offset yield strength was averaged 
over these tests to determine the macroscopic yield strength of the bulk material. The macroscopic 
yield strengths at RT, 120°C, and 200°C were 905 MPa, 736 MPa and 647 MPa, respectively as 
shown in Figure 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.4: Temperature adjusted 0.2% offset yield strength for the Ti-6242 alloys used in this 
study compared to the ASTM standard values for the temperature adjusted yield strength of Ti-
6242. Three tests were run at each of four temperatures (RT, 60°C, 120°C, and 200°C), and the 
yield strength from each test was averaged to determine the temperature adjusted yield strength. 
The result from each individual experiment and the averaged values are plotted with red Xs and 
filled circles, respectively. The temperature adjusted yield strength from the ASTM handbook for 
Ti-6242 is plotted (black squares) for comparison. While some texture, processing, and sample 
variation is expected, there is good agreement between the ASTM standard values and the 
measured strengths. A non-contact laser extensometer and adhesive reflective tags were used to 





Load-controlled dwell fatigue experiments were performed to 200 dwell cycles with the 
experimental setup shown in Figure 3.5. The peak load was held for 120 seconds at 90% of the 
macroscopic bulk yield strength. Loading was interrupted after 1,2, 5, 50, 100, and 200 dwell 
cycles to collect SEM images for ex-situ SEM-DIC. At each imaging point, the sample was fully 
unloaded, cooled to room temperature in ambient air, and transferred to a SEM (FEI Teneo). After 
imaging, the sample was returned to the load frame, heated (if not a room temperature test), and 
cycled to the next imaging point. Note that during image collection of cycle 1 for the full-gauge 
AOI samples tested at RT, a beam aberration occurred and distorted a portion of the image tiles. 
As negligible additional strain or slip activity accumulated between cycles 1 and 2 across all 
temperatures, cycle 2 is used as the early cycle for comparison rather than cycle 1.  
 
 




The images collected during fatigue interruptions were individually correlated with 
commercial DIC software (VIC-2D 6) [98] to calculate displacement fields. The displacement 
fields were then stitched together using the method of Chen et al. [99], from which plastic strain 
maps over the ~4 mm x 2.5 mm regions and ~500 µm x 500 µm regions of interest were calculated. 




stitched DIC strain maps and the EBSD orientation maps were then aligned using the platinum 
fiducial markers and a projective transformation; although this scheme can cause alignment 
perturbations local to the grain boundaries that need adjustment at higher resolution studies, this 
alignment was sufficient at the length scales examined here [99]. The resultant strain maps 
exhibited long-range plastic slip features, regions of cross slip and pile up, and regions with little 
plastic strain, as shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. The patchwork background of the 200°C DIC 
strain maps is due to small slip activity and localized and global strains, which resulted in noisier 
strain fields and a much lower signal-to-noise ratio. At 200°C, the strains are so small that the 
background strains vary within this noise threshold, creating a tiled look. In this work, the size, 
shape, and location of the slip features in the strain field were analyzed to understand the effect of 
temperature and microstructure on residual plastic strain during dwell fatigue. The slip traces are 
beyond that noise threshold and were therefore able to be individually identified in the strain fields. 
Note that the commercial DIC algorithm used in this work is a local approach that incurs error in 
calculating discontinuous strains, such as those exhibited by slip activity; however, the strain 





Figure 3.6: Axial strain maps for RT, 120°C, and 200°C after cycles 2, 100, and 200. There is 
significantly more slip activity and global strain at RT and 120°C. Note that 120°C and 200°C 
have background noise differences in each tile due to their low strains and low signal to noise ratio 
(SNR). However, this work investigates the presence and activity of slip rather than the strain 






Figure 3.7: Axial strain maps for grain level study for RT and 200°C after cycles 2, 100, and 200. 
This work investigates the presence and activity of slip rather than the strain values, and the small 




3.1 Slip Band Segmentation Algorithm 
Manual segmentation of the full datasets was infeasible due to their large size and would 
greatly limit the amount of data that can be analyzed. In a broader sense, as the amount of data that 
can be experimentally collected continues to grow rapidly, whether by SEM-DIC or by other 
methods such as diffraction, there is a corresponding need to increase the throughput rate of data 
segmentation and analysis by automated methods.  
A segmentation approach for an automated first pass, followed by a refining pass on a 
significantly smaller subset, was created to produce binary masks of slip features through the use 
of clustering and image processing techniques as follows: First, each strain tile was clustered in 
the εxx, εyy, εxy  strain components using k-means clustering, as slip traces exhibit distinctive surface 
strains [100]. Typically, six clusters were selected, but increased image noise caused by variations 
in pattern density or localized clumping required that the number of clusters be increased for a 
number of tiles after visual inspection. An example of a clustered tile is shown in Figure 3.8B. The 
cluster with the highest strain values encompassed the slip traces; therefore, this cluster was 
individually plotted and subsequently converted to a binary skeletonized image. Connected 
component analysis was applied to identify each feature using the bwconncomp function in the 
MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox with connectivity defined through four nearest neighbors, 
which takes a binary image and groups regions with adjacent true pixels into distinct features. 
Individual long-range slip features should exist as a continuous line along a similar slope, but the 
skeletonization process of thick adjacent slip traces left perpendicular connected branches and 
loops as artifacts. To eliminate these, these loops were filled and the features re-skeletonized. Next, 
the feature slope was calculated by applying a linear regression to all points in the feature (Figure 




removed to break the feature up into individual line segments (Figure 3.8F). The slopes of the 
individual linear sub-features were calculated and compared to the slope of the original feature. 
Sub-features with slopes perpendicular to that of the original feature were removed, and sub-
features with slopes similar to that of the original feature were reconnected by replacement of the 
removed branch points. This process was repeated for each individual feature from the original 
binarization to remove the perpendicular connections of every feature. Connected component 
analysis was then applied to the binary image to identify the new final linear slip traces (Figure 




Figure 3.8: Slip Trace Segmentation Process: (A) Strain map of individual tile from which to 
segment slip traces; (B) Clustered map of  εxx, εyy, εxy strain components of strain tile; (C) Binarized 
image of cluster; (D) Slope of binarized features calculated by linear regression; (E) Highlighted 
branch points of an individual slip trace; (F) Near perpendicular branches feature removed and 
remaining near parallel branches divided into individual features; (G) Hough transform used to 
identify individual slopes of slip traces; (H) Resultant segmentation mask of slip traces in tile A.  
 
 
The slip trace segmentation was compared to the strain field for verification. Tiles that 




difficult for the automated segmentation process to analyze. A significant amount of cross slip or 
pile up could also cause segmentation error in the automated technique. However, the point of this 
initial automated algorithm was not to create a perfect segmentation, but rather to make this process 
feasible in the first place by automating the majority of the segmentation, combined with a short 
manual segmentation step on a few select areas. During manual segmentation, the visualization of 
the clustered strain field aids in separating actual strain features from noise in low signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) DIC strain fields, such as the fully unloaded plastic strain fields in this study. This 
procedure is best suited for strain fields with a high SNR and a limited amount of cross slip. 
Towards the goal of a fully automated segmentation, this process could be improved with the 
application of machine learning techniques, such as convolutional neural networks, to increase 
robustness to noisy strain fields and to aid in identifying and separating intersecting slip features. 
Following this process, the segmentation masks were then overlaid on the strain data and stitched 
to produce a continuous binary segmentation mask over the entirety of the region of interest Figure 
3.9. 
 





The EBSD orientation information corresponding to each plastic slip feature was indexed and 
extracted from the multimodal dataset of the aligned DIC strain fields, segmentation masks, and 
EBSD orientation maps. The Euler angles for all grains that a slip trace passed through were 
identified, and the statistics of the crystallographic orientations and Schmid factors among these 
grains were calculated. Additionally, the highest frequency grain orientation (the mode) that the 
individual slip trace passed through was identified as the dominant orientation using the MTEX 
toolbox [101]. The length of each slip trace was also calculated by using the MATLAB image 
processing toolbox. The length of each slip trace was measured directly from the DIC-calculated 
axial (εxx) strain fields, and the number of grains that each slip trace traversed was approximated 
using the average grain diameter. The groups of grains that work cooperatively to allow for slip at 
each temperature were characterized by considering the relationships between the active slip 
systems, grain orientations, and geometry of the surface traces. The results and implications of 




Chapter 4  The Effect of Temperature on Slip in Microtextured Ti-6242 
4.1 Introduction 
The effects of microstructure and temperature on the presence of slip through multiple 
grains, and the contribution of this slip to the dwell debit of a heavily microtextured near-alpha 
titanium alloy, were investigated. Plastic slip activity was analyzed in Ti-6242 samples subjected 
to dwell fatigue at room temperature (RT), 120°C, and 200°C. Slip activity was compared after 2 
and 200 dwell cycles following 120 second dwells at 90% of the macroscopic 0.2% yield strength 
at each temperature, as seen in Figure 3.6.  
Due to the non-monotonic dwell sensitivity of Ti-6242, which increases from RT to 120°C 
and subsequently decreases and effectively disappears beyond 200°C, it is hypothesized that a 
thermodynamically driven difference in slip activity exists [7], [14], [15], [77]. There is a large 
disparity in CRSS at low temperature that diminishes at elevated temperature. Consequently, it is 
tempting to conclude that slip may localize to soft MTRs at low temperature, resulting in the 
formation of pileups, load-shedding, and crack nucleation, while at elevated temperature more 
extensive slip in MTRs of all orientations eliminates the possibility of load shedding. However, 
our experimental findings demonstrate that this is not the case. Plastic slip traces traversing over 
100 grain diameters existed at all test temperatures. In all cases, these large slip bands formed only 
in a contiguous collection of grains well-oriented for basal slip that were themselves embedded 
inside an aggregate of slightly harder grains. 
There have been few attempts to quantitatively characterize microtexture. One notable 




a 20° misorientation angle between adjacent pixels. The authors developed a regression model that 
related characteristics of MTRs and the primary alpha grains to dwell fatigue capability. The terms 
in the model included the volume fraction and size of MTRs (called the primary alpha colony 
fraction in the original paper) as well as the size and volume fraction of and degree of 
crystallographic alignment of the individual primary alpha particles within the MTRs. These 
results were used to predict fatigue lifetime as a function of microstructure for a wide range of 
thermomechanical processes [11]. A later formulation by Pilchak et al. [24] extended this method 
to group grains based on c-axis misorientation and also permitted grouping of non-contiguous 
pixels into MTRs. The size and shapes of the MTRs obtained by these segmentation algorithms 
agree well with the size and shapes of the faceted initiation sites on fracture surfaces of failed dwell 
fatigue specimens [9], [13].  
Such observations support the hypothesis that MTRs can behave as large aggregates that 
allow slip bands to develop across their entirety [9], [43], [86]–[89], but there have only been a 
limited number of experiments that directly characterize this behavior [90], [91]. These prior works 
showed the formation of slip traces through similarly oriented grains in a MTR for the first time 
in Ti-6-4 [90], and highlighted the importance of the physical location and orientation of the MTR 
relative to the loading direction [91]. Echlin et al. [90] used in-SEM DIC to map slip activity over 
a range of applied strains below macroscopic yield in Ti-6-4 during uniaxial tensile testing. They 
investigated slip band formation that occurred in soft regions of a 500 µm x 500 µm field of view 
encompassing a sandwich-type structure of 3-4 MTR interfaces. The material under study had a 
basal/transverse texture and was loaded along the rolling direction, and hence did not contain 
MTRs well oriented for basal slip. There were, however, individual grains well oriented for basal 




grains that basal slip was first observed after an axial strain of 0.65%. Significant amounts of 
prismatic slip occurred with additional loading. In some cases, these bands traversed the entirety 
of prismatically soft MTRs. Lunt et al. [91] investigated Ti-6-4 that was unidirectionally rolled to 
produce a strongly microtextured material. Samples were loaded in tension to 2.5% global strain, 
and shear strain localized in MTRs that were preferentially oriented for prismatic and basal slip 
activity when the MTR was physically oriented 45 and 90 degrees to the loading direction. These 
experiments were not at sufficient spatial resolution to identify plastic slip, but instead were 
targeted to capture heterogeneous strain behavior across MTRs spanning a large number of grains. 
Our experimental findings suggest that current segmentation approaches may not be 
sufficient to capture the intricate details that govern whether a particular MTR will develop slip. 
Rather than slip being accommodated homogeneously and diffusely throughout soft-oriented 
MTRs, we found that plastic slip was instead accommodated by sub-features within classically 
segmented MTRs (Figure 4.1). These sub-features were well-oriented for basal slip and spatially 
arranged in a way that aligned the basal slip traces of the individual alpha particles (Figure 4.2 and 
Figure 4.3).  
 
Figure 4.1: A MTR segmentation using prevailing segmentation methods produced by DREAM3D 




segmentation mask obtained from DIC. Different colors represent different MTRs. Long range 
slip traces exist within MTRs, but they do not traverse across the entire MTR. 
 
Figure 4.2: A color map of the basal Schmid factor for each point in the EBSD map with slip traces 
overlaid in black. Rather than slip traces extending through the entirety of the MTRs as defined by 
a misorientation tolerance (Figure 4.1), slip occurs within and extends through regions with a high 






Figure 4.3: Co-located grains must be spatially arranged such that the basal planes of each grain 
align well for slip transfer. The basal slip planes of the grains in (A) are spatially arranged such 
that basal slip is able to transfer between grains and form slip features. While the grains in (B) are 
also spatially co-located and the basal places are at the same angle in each grain, the basal planes 





4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Number and Accumulation of Slip Traces with Dwell Cycling 
At all dwell cycles, the number of slip traces at RT and 120°C was significantly larger than 
at 200°C (Table 4.1). The lack of slip activity at 200°C may be related to the temperature 
dependence of strain rate sensitivity [14], [15], [77], where a more rapid stress relaxation occurs 
with increasing temperature; this reduces the number of dislocations in a given pileup and results 
in lower effective stresses, due to decreased localized plastic strain accumulation. For example, 
after two cycles at RT and 120°C, 1909 and 2119 slip traces respectively had formed, versus only 
468 slip traces at 200°C. This observation contrasts with Crystal Plasticity Finite Element (CPFE) 
modeling by Zhang et al. on Ti-6Al [15], a material commonly used as a model material system 
for Ti-6-4 and Ti6242, loaded to 95% of the temperature-corrected 0.2% offset macroscopic yield 
strength. Their modeling predicted a higher amount of total (elastic and plastic) strain after one 
cycle at 200°C than at RT and 120°C.  
However, our experimental results on strain accumulation aligned with findings in CPFE 
modeling performed by Zhang et al. [15] and by Ozturk et al. (on textured Ti-62642) [14], although 
they attribute this result to different mechanisms. Both found that dwell cycling at RT and 120°C 
accumulate significant plastic strain after the first cycle, whereas cycling at 200°C does not. In this 
work, between 2 to 200 cycles, the number of slip traces increased by a factor of 2-3x at both RT 
and 120°C, but only increased by a factor of 1.4x at 200°C (Table 4.1). Ozturk et al. [14]attributed 
this lower strain accumulation to load shedding stemming from a reduction in plastic anisotropy 
at 200°C in the HCP structure of the alpha titanium grains, where the ratio of CRSS required for 
basal to <c+a> pyramidal slip reduces from 1.8 at RT to 1.2 at 326°C. In addition to a reduced 




at temperatures below ~200°C. This phenomenon implies the progressive, cycle-by-cycle 
redistribution of stress from the soft to the hard grain, which occurs by soft grain ratcheting of 
plastic strain. This occurs only during the hold at peak stress, during which creep strain 
accumulates via dislocation glide. The magnitude of accumulated strain is a function of the 
temperature-dependent strain rate sensitivity of the material. Plastic strain accumulates more 
readily at the intermediate temperature of 160°C when compared to RT, which may explain the 
increased dwell sensitivity. On the other hand, the creep rate is so high at temperatures above 
230oC that strain accumulates over the order of seconds, saturates, and redistributes readily. As a 
result, the progressive load shedding mechanism that precedes early dwell fatigue crack nucleation 
is effectively shut off. 
  
Table 4.1: Number of slip traces in each sample after 2 and 200 cycles, at room temperature (RT), 





At all temperatures, new slip traces occurred largely in regions that had already exhibited 
slip, as shown in the full-field strain maps of Figure 3.6. There were no locations that exhibited 
little slip activity after two dwell cycles and subsequently accumulated significant slip. This 
supports the conjecture that slip and its evolution under dwell cycling are microstructurally driven 





4.2.2 Slip Features 
Of the slip features that developed after two dwell cycles, a larger percentage were long-
range at 120°C and 200°C than at RT. This phenomenon is related to active slip family and grain 
co-location and is discussed in detail in the next section. As shown in the histograms of slip lengths 
in Figure 4.4, the majority of slip traces formed at 120°C and 200°C after two dwell cycles were 
greater than 50 microns long (70% and 55%, respectively), versus less than 20% at RT. 
Additionally, ~30% of the slip traces at 120°C and 200°C were longer than 100 microns, versus 
only 3% of traces at RT. The distributions at 120°C and 200°C also had much longer tails, 
indicating that 10% of traces were longer than 200 microns (i.e. traveling through approximately 
20 grains or more), with a few extreme cases where traces extended through 1000 microns (~100 
grains). In contrast, at RT over 99.9% of the slip trace lengths were under 140 microns long. 
 
Figure 4.4: Distribution of Slip Trace Lengths. As shown in (A) and in Table II, significantly more 
slip traces formed at RT and 120°C than at 200°C. Cumulative distribution plots were also assessed 
to examine the tails of the distributions, but no significant differences were found. The y-axis 
varies with temperature for clarity. 
 
The slip trace length distributions remained consistent with cycling at all temperatures 
(Figure 4.4).  However, these distributions shifted horizontally with cycling at RT and 200°C. At 
RT, the distribution shifted slightly left toward shorter slip traces, indicating that most new traces 
were under 20 microns (<2 grains) long. At 120°C, there was little evolution in the distribution of 




from the earliest cycles. In contrast, at 200°C a shift right toward longer slip traces occurred with 
cycling. This shift right indicates that most of the new slip traces that formed in the 200°C case 
were long, with 60% of them longer than 70 microns and 10% longer than 200 microns. It is 
important to note that the number of slip traces at 200°C was 10% that of RT, and therefore the 
weight of each slip trace length contributed more significantly to the slip length distribution. 
4.2.3 Grain Orientation Effects 
At all temperatures, grains that behaved cooperatively and exhibited plastic slip were (i) 
co-located; (ii) had high basal and/or pyramidal Schmid factors, with basally-soft slip dominating; 
and (iii) exhibited small variations in orientation. These factors provided routes for easy slip 
percolation in basally soft regions at stresses below macroscopic yield. 
For each slip feature, the dominant crystal orientation was calculated as the statistical mode 
of the grain orientations that the trace traversed. This dominant orientation was then used to 
calculate the Schmid factors for each possible slip system for that crystallographic orientation. The 
dominant orientation and known global stress state of the sample were also used to identify the 
active slip system for each of the slip traces. The slope of the projection of each slip trace on the 
surface of the sample was compared to the slope of the observed plastic slip surface trace. The 
slope of the observed surface trace was identified in the slip trace segmentation mask using a 
Hough transform. Only slip traces within nine degrees of the predicted slip trace were considered 
identifiable. Approximately 18% of traces were not able to be identified because the deviation 
between the measured slip band and the nearest slip plane trace exceeded the tolerance angle. The 
statistics of unidentified bands were investigated and there was no evidence that would indicate 
disproportionate misidentification of any particular slip family. The dominant crystal orientation 




slip traces tended to occur through grains with their c-axis near 30°-45° to the loading direction 
and with a high resolved shear stress on the basal plane. 
 
Figure 4.5: Slip trace orientations plotted on an IPF for samples tested at RT, 120°C, and 200°C, 
after 2 and 200 cycles. At all temperatures, slip traces tended to occur through grains with a high 
resolved shear stress on the basal plane.  
 
At all temperatures, slip primarily occurred through grains with high basal and/or 
pyramidal Schmid factors, with basal slip dominating as a result of its lower CRSS. The relatively 
high amount of pyramidal slip was likely due to two reasons: 1) slip primarily occurred through 
grains with their c-axis 30-45° relative to the loading direction, and therefore had appreciable 
resolved shear stress on  basal <a> and pyramidal <c+a> slip systems; and 2) some pyramidal slip 
occurred in grains with an <a> or <c+a> pyramidal Schmid factor of >0.3 (Figure 4.6), that were 
located near basal slip activity, attributed to internal stress accommodation. Schmid factors for the 
dominant crystal orientations were calculated for each of the 24 slip plane-direction combinations. 
The basal, prismatic, and pyramidal Schmid factors for each trace are reported in Figure 4.6 




greater (at all cycles). At 200°C, over 90% of the slip traces had a basal Schmid factor of 0.35 or 
greater (at all cycles). Slip also required a pyramidal Schmid factor greater than 0.3, for 99.9% of 
slip traces and at all temperatures (Figure 4.6).   
 
Figure 4.6: Histogram of the (A) Basal, (B) Prismatic, (C) Pyramidal Schmid factors of each slip 
trace at RT, 120°C, and 200°C. At all temperatures, slip primarily occurred through grains with 
high basal and pyramidal Schmid factors. In the case of prismatic slip, the small number of traces 
affected the distribution shape (note the y-axis is set to 2% in this plot for visualization). Note that 
the red, gray, and blue bars are semitransparent to aid in visualization of overlapping data. 
 
 
The grains that each slip trace traversed exhibited small orientation variations. The standard 
deviation of the basal Schmid factor for the grains traversed by each slip trace was less than 0.25, 
(Figure 4.7). For each slip trace, the basal Schmid factor was calculated for each grain that the 





Figure 4.7: Standard deviation of basal Schmid factors for each slip trace at RT, 120°C, and 200°C. 
The individual grains that each trace traversed exhibited small variations in orientation. 
 
 
At all temperatures, basal slip initiated early and dominated with cycling, making up over 
55% of the total slip activity (Figure 4.8). Basal slip was expected as it is relatively easily activated, 
but unexpectedly, there was less than 15% prismatic slip activity. Rather, pyramidal slip was the 
second most active system at all temperatures and cycles. Pyramidal slip is reported as being 3-5 
times more difficult to activate than basal and prismatic slip in Ti-6242 [4], [7], [42], yet in every 
loading case it accounted for more than 25% of slip activity. This is likely due to the exhaustion 
of easily activated basal slip, followed by the subsequent activation of slip in neighboring regions 
that favored pyramidal over prismatic slip; this will be further discussed in the context of the 
relative slip locations, active Schmid factors, and slip travel lengths. It should be noted that it was 
not possible to distinguish between the <c+a> vs <a> pyramidal slip from the surface traces, and 
these were counted together as pyramidal slip. While <c+a> pyramidal slip is known to have a 
CRSS 3-5 times larger than basal and prismatic slip, <a> type pyramidal slip is reported as having 
a CRSS ~0.9 - 1.1 times larger than basal and prismatic slip in near-alpha titanium alloys [38], 
[41]. Therefore, it is thought that the slip activity is <a> type pyramidal slip, but this cannot be 







Figure 4.8: Active slip systems for the identified slip traces after 2 and 200 cycles at RT, 120°C, 
and 200°C. Basal slip initiated early and continued to dominate with cycling, but there was little 
long-range prismatic activity. Rather, the relatively high activity of pyramidal slip was attributed 
to the exhaustion of easily activated basal slip, and the subsequent activation of slip in neighboring 
regions that favored pyramidal over prismatic slip. 
 
 
Most basal slip traces (>60%) were longer than 80 microns, extending up to 200 microns 
in length at RT and beyond 1000 microns in length at 120°C and 200°C (Figure 4.9). Despite a 
larger number of pyramidal slip planes, slip traces observed on pyramidal <a> and/or <c+a> slip 
systems were typically significantly shorter and less numerous than basal slip traces, with the 
shortest pyramidal slip traces at RT. In all cases, over 80% of pyramidal slip traces traversed less 
than 80 microns. At RT, 100% of the observed pyramidal traces were less than 80 microns long. 
This may be attributed to the accommodation of internal stresses and/or load shedding, where a 
localized stress was imparted on a hard grain after significant deformation occurred in the nearby 





Figure 4.9: Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of slip length and family after 2 and 200 
cycles at RT, 120°C, and 200°C. The bulk of deformation at all temperatures was accommodated 
by long-range basal slip in co-located grains, and shorter pyramidal slip in nearby grains that were 
not necessarily co-located. 
 
Significant slip below the macroscopic yield strength, as in this work, has also been 
observed in prior experimental studies, although the identified slip trace lengths and families differ 
[45], [60], [61], [90]. Experiments on surface slip activity in Ti-6-4 have uniformly observed an 
onset of basal slip first, with prismatic slip then occurring at slightly higher loads [45], [60], [90]. 
The CRSS required to activate basal and prismatic slip in near-alpha titanium alloys is close, where 
some work has observed a slightly lower CRSS for basal than prismatic slip [4], [7], [14], [25], 
[42], [43] and vice versa [41], [44], [45]. The reported CRSS required to activate each slip system 
varies with alloy and microstructure. In the RT in-situ tensile loading of Ti-6-4 at globally applied 
strains below 0.71%, Echlin et al. identified primarily basal slip across two or fewer grains. In 
contrast, at globally applied strains of 0.71% and above, they largely observed long-range 




grains. Lavogiez et al. [45] had similar findings in dwell fatigue experiments on Ti-6-4 at RT, 
where they observed basal slip dominating in individual soft grains during early dwell cycles at 
90% of macroscopic yield. With additional cycling they observed significant prismatic slip in 
individual grains. They repeated the test, this time loading to a higher stress of 94% of macroscopic 
yield and observed the onset of prismatic slip earlier than for the 90% of yield case.  Zhang et al. 
[61] also experimentally observed both basal and prismatic slip activity after loading to ~3% strain 
in Ti-6-4, but that prismatic slip dominated . In this work, even after 200 dwell cycles at a peak 
stress of 90% of yield, significant prismatic slip was not detected at any temperature. It is important 
to note that these other studies were performed on Ti-6-4, which is known to have a smaller dwell 
debit than Ti-6242 at room temperature. When loaded to 90% of the macroscopic yield strength at 
room temperature, Ti-6-4 only exhibits a dwell debit of ~2-3 times the LCF lifetime, while Ti-
6242 has a dwell debit of ~10-20 times the LCF lifetime [6]. While the mechanisms behind the 
dwell debit are believed to be the same for both materials, one would expect there to be a difference 
in the strain heterogeneity and load shedding behavior relative to loading and temperature. Because 
of this unexpected observation, TEM studies are underway to investigate the lack of prismatic slip 
activity.   
While the co-location of grains was a driving factor for basal slip formation, this did not 
appear to be as important a factor in pyramidal slip formation. The bulk of deformation at all 
temperatures was accommodated by long-range basal slip in co-located grains (favorably oriented 
for basal slip), and shorter pyramidal slip in nearby grains that were not necessarily co-located 
(favorably oriented for pyramidal slip). All pyramidal slip occurred through grains with a 




that had a pyramidal Schmid factor greater than 0.4 (Figure 4.6).  This minimum requirement on 
the pyramidal Schmid factor did not change with additional cycling.  
After two cycles, over 99.5% of basal slip occurred in grains with a high basal Schmid 
factor (>0.3) at all temperatures. However, with additional cycling from 2 to 200 cycles, the 
Schmid factor required to initiate basal slip dropped significantly at both RT and 120°C (from 0.21 
to 0.08 and 0.22 to 0.08, respectively). After 200 cycles at both RT and 120°, approximately 8% 
(7.8% and 8.2% respectively) of all basal slip was through grains with a basal Schmid factor lower 
than 0.25. At 200°C, no such drop in the required basal Schmid factor occurred with additional 
cycling (the minimum remained constant at 0.35), and 90% of all active basal slip activity had a 
basal Schmid factor greater than 0.4 after both 2 and 200 cycles. Prior work has observed slip 
primarily occurring in individual soft grains with a basal Schmid factor above 0.4.  A tensile 
experiment observing grain level slip activity in Ti-6-4 loaded to ~3% strain by Zhang et al. [61] 
and a dwell fatigue experiment on Ti-6242 by Hemery et al. [44] both observed basal activity in 
grains with a high basal Schmid factor, but there was some slip activity in soft grains with a basal 
Schmid factor of 0.2 to 0.4. These studies align with the present study on MTRs, where at all 
temperatures most long-range plastic slip bands traversed through grains with a basal Schmid 
factor above 0.4, but a non-negligible number of basal slip traces occurred through grains with a 
lower basal Schmid factor.  
The proposed mechanism for slip activity in regions with low basal Schmid factors and in 
less favorable hard oriented regions at RT and 120°C is as follows. Deformation was initially and 
largely accommodated by basal slip in well-oriented grains (Figure 4.6). Prismatic and pyramidal 
slip was found, by visual inspection, to largely occur in grains where nearby grains were deformed 




hard grain and could therefore create dislocation pileups and associated internal stresses [62]. This 
internal stress and/or exhaustion of basal slip resulted in deformation either on less favorable slip 
systems in that grain, or in neighboring hard grains. Pilchak et al. [62] observed both of these 
mechanisms in TEM foils extracted from beneath dwell fatigue crack nucleation sites in Ti-8Al-
1Mo-1V. In our work, these secondary slip processes occurred primarily by pyramidal slip in 
grains with a high pyramidal Schmid factor, but a small amount of prismatic slip also occurred. 
The grains that slipped pyramidally required a high Schmid factor, as pyramidal slip is more 
difficult to activate than prismatic slip. Those that deformed prismatically had a more random 
distribution of prismatic Schmid factors (with a small peak at around 0.125), based on which grain 
orientations were adjacent to the long-range basal slip. Whether the basally-soft grains must be 
surrounded by hard grains to exhibit long-range slip activity is a topic for further research. The 
moderate number of active pyramidal slip systems indicates that dwell debit and slip activity are 
not solely orientation dependent, and that there is the additional impact of the surrounding 
neighborhood. Additionally, pyramidal slip activity could indicate stress redistribution after more 
favorable slip systems are exhausted and a stress localization is created due to the high level of 






Figure 4.10: Basal (light gray) and pyramidal (black) slip traces overlaid on the IPF map for (A) 
RT, (B) 120°C, and (C) 200°C. Basal slip traces exist in basally soft grains within hard MTRs, 
and pyramidal slip exists in nearby grains. This is attributed to the accommodation of internal 
stresses after basal slip exhaustion. 
 
4.2.4 Implications for Identification of Microtextured Region 
The results of this work are relevant to strategies for segmenting MTRs from EBSD data for 
use in material characterization and modeling. As mentioned earlier, prior approaches allow for a 
relatively large misorientation or c-axis misorientation tolerance (~20o) and may also permit 
clustering of non-contiguous groups of alpha phase into the MTR. These approaches result in MTR 
segmentations that compare favorably with the overall size of the faceted initiation sites of 
fractured dwell fatigue samples [9], [63], and hence can be used to develop model inputs for MTR-
sensitive crack growth models [103]. Moreover, these segmentation approaches have been 
successfully used to model the effect of MTRs on mean material behavior [11], [12], [24], [104]. 
However, it is worth noting that there have been no systematic investigations with detailed 
characterization of a sufficient number of tested samples to determine if these segmentation 
parameters adequately capture the MTRs that control the minimum, or life-limiting, behavior.  
When considering the mechanisms that lead to crack initiation, however, the above criteria 




span many alpha grains and are therefore capable of developing strong dislocation pileups that 
contribute to crack nucleation. Instead, the regions of intense slip occur in subdomains of active 
basal-soft grains embedded within slightly harder MTRs defined by prevailing methods. 
Segmentation strategies for crack initiation need to include a requirement for grain connectivity 
(Figure 4.3) and a reduced point-to-point c-axis misorientation tolerance. The grains involved in 
the development of long slip bands also required a higher degree of alignment than the ~20° 
tolerance used to segment MTRs in prior studies [11], [12], [24]. Furthermore, specific attention 
should be given to the volume fraction and size of regions capable of deforming by basal slip as 
these are the structural units which are developing the most intense slip bands and which act as the 
“soft grain” in the classic hard/soft model of dwell crack nucleation.  A low volume fraction of 
MTRs in this orientation would correlate to improved dwell fatigue crack nucleation resistance, 
which is consistent with (and only a small refinement) to the work of Woodfield et al. [12]. Since 
MTRs are important with respect to both crack nucleation and crack propagation, they should be 
characterized from these two perspectives depending on the intended use of the data. 
Finally, we found no evidence that MTRs well-oriented for prismatic <a> slip could develop 
similarly long slip bands. While seemingly contradicting the results of [45], [60], [61], [90] who 
observed the activation of prismatic slip, it is worth noting that these investigators were looking at 
the individual crystallite scale and not the aggregate response of many crystallites. A TEM 
investigation of the current samples is underway to determine the extent of prismatic <a> slip in 
suitably-oriented grains, but the present work shows that prism <a> slip bands do not readily 
organize into long slip bands traversing many grains, and hence may not be suitable to act as the 
“soft grain” in the currently accepted dwell fatigue crack nucleation mechanism. One obvious 




shear stress, there are, because of crystal symmetry, a multitude of other prism and pyramidal <a> 
slip systems that could operate to relieve the stress concentration associated with a pileup. In 
contrast, there is only one basal plane orientation per grain and if these systems are highly stressed, 
there is necessarily lower resolved shear stress on the easy-to-operate pyramidal and prism <a> 
slip systems offering fewer opportunities for cross-slip. Such an effect could be exacerbated by the 
presence of Ti3Al, which is known to further promote slip planarity. 
 
4.3 Conclusions 
An ex-situ study of plastic strain accumulation in Ti-6242 was conducted under dwell fatigue 
loading at room temperature (RT), 120°C, and 200°C to characterize slip activity with a goal of 
understanding its effects on dwell fatigue lifetimes. Our findings suggest that current segmentation 
approaches may not be sufficient to capture the intricate details that govern whether a particular 
microtextured region (MTR) will develop long-range slip. Rather than slip being accommodated 
homogeneously and diffusely throughout soft-oriented MTRs, we found that slip was instead 
accommodated by sub-features within classically segmented MTRs. These sub-features were well-
oriented for basal slip and spatially arranged in a way that aligned the (0001) traces. Additionally,  
● Slip did not transmit across the entirety of MTRs defined by prevailing methods, but rather 
was driven by contiguous groups of basal-oriented grains. This differs from the behavior 
of MTRs in crack growth studies, where similarly oriented grains do not need to be 
interconnected to behave cooperatively and permit rapid crack growth. The observed slip 
systems and Schmid factors in this study narrow the definition of MTRs that accumulate 




grain interconnectivity, and that the current allowable 20° spread in c-axes should not be 
used when identifying the boundaries of a MTR.  
● There was both a greater number and a faster accumulation of slip traces at temperatures 
that exhibit a dwell debit in Ti-6242 (RT and 120°C) versus that which does not (200°C). 
The lack of slip activity at 200°C may be related to the temperature dependence of strain 
rate sensitivity [14], [15], [77], where a more rapid stress relaxation occurs with increasing 
temperature, thereby reducing the number of dislocations in a given pileup and resulting in 
lower effective stresses due to decreased localized plastic strain accumulation. 
● At all temperatures (RT, 120°C, and 200°C), new slip traces occurred largely in regions 
that had already exhibited slip. There were no locations that exhibited little slip activity 
after two dwell cycles and subsequently accumulated significant slip. This supports the 
conjecture that slip and its evolution under dwell cycling are microstructurally driven by 
cooperative grain groupings that allow the traversal of contiguous slip activity. 
● At all temperatures (RT, 120°C, and 200°C), grains that behaved cooperatively and 
exhibited long-range plastic slip were (i) co-located; (ii) had high basal and/or pyramidal 
Schmid factors, with basally-soft slip dominating; and (iii) exhibited small variations in 
orientation.  
● There was little observed long-range prismatic slip activity, despite it being typically 
reported as the softest slip system. These observations do not necessarily imply no 
prismatic slip is occurring, but that if so, it does not manifest as long-range planar slip 





● Deformation at all temperatures was largely accommodated by long-range basal slip in co-
located grains with high basal Schmid factors, and shorter pyramidal slip in nearby grains 
with high pyramidal Schmid factors. No significant prismatic or pyramidal slip was 
observed to occur independently in areas far from those of basal slip. This is likely due to 
internal stresses initiating the activation of less favorable slip in the neighboring grains 
following the exhaustion of basal slip, indicating that the dwell debit is not solely 
orientation dependent and that we must also consider the effect of microstructural 
neighborhood. 
● With cycling at RT and 120°C, the minimum Schmid factor required to initiate basal slip 
decreased from ~0.2 to ~0.08; however, at 200°C, the basal Schmid factor required to 
initiate basal slip remained constant at 0.35. This is due to the exhaustion of easily available 
slip activity while needing to accommodate additional deformation with cycling at RT and 
120°C. At 200°C, little additional deformation accumulated with cycling. Between 2 to 
200 dwell cycles, the number of slip traces increased by a factor of 2-3 at both RT and 
120°C, but only increased by a factor of 1.4 at 200°C (Table 4.1).  
● Pyramidal slip largely manifested in short traces. The relatively high amount of pyramidal 
slip was likely due to two reasons: 1) slip primarily occurred through grains with their c-
axis 30°-45° relative to the loading direction, and which were therefore well oriented for 
both basal and pyramidal slip; and 2) some pyramidal slip occurred in grains with a high 
pyramidal Schmid factor (>0.3) that were located near basal slip activity, likely due to the 
internal stresses and stress redistribution caused by a significant amount of basal slip. Due 
to the projections of the surface traces on the surface of the sample, it was not possible to 




to have a CRSS 3-5 times larger than basal and prismatic slip in near-alpha Ti alloys, <a> 
type pyramidal slip is reported as having a CRSS ~1.1 times larger than basal and prismatic 
slip in near-alpha Ti alloys [41]. Therefore, it is suggested that the pyramidal slip activity 




Chapter 5  Defining Effective Structural Units in Ti-6242 for Slip Localization in Dwell 
Fatigued Ti-6242  
5.1 Introduction 
When defining hard and soft grains or groups of cooperative grains in a MTR under dwell 
fatigue loading, the sole use of the c-axis is not a complete metric for segmentation or 
identification. Rather, in this chapter we propose and explore the use of a directionally dependent 
strength-to-stiffness ratio to define soft MTRs that act cooperatively in dwelled Ti-6242.  
This study indicates that an optimal, widely applicable c-axis tolerance angle for the 
identification of hard and soft grains and microtextured regions in dwell fatigued alpha titanium 
does not exist. Most existing methods for identifying hard and soft regions utilize the orientation 
of the c-axis relative to the loading direction. Examples include the modified Stroh model [5] and 
recent CPFE models [14], [15], [65], [67]. The majority of approaches for MTR segmentation 
cluster spatially nearby grains with similar c-axis orientations to define regions that behave as an 
effective structural unit under certain conditions. Each method requires thresholding to categorize 
orientations in a field. Many different investigations have been performed to determine the optimal 
threshold for identification [9], [11], [12], [103], [105]. While many of these studies have identified 
appropriate thresholds, these thresholds are tied to a specific application and none of them apply 
to the observed deformation of Ti-6242 under dwell fatigue loading. For example, a 20° 
misorientation tolerance works well to define an MTR when trying to match the size and shape of 
the faceted site of a dwell fatigue fracture surface to the MTR, but MTRs defines with this tolerance 





In this study, various c-axis tolerances for both the definition of hard and soft grains and the 
definition of MTRs is compared to the slip activity in a microtextured sample of Ti-6242 under 
dwell fatigue loading to 90% of the macroscopic yield strength. These investigations are performed 
over the entire ~2.5 mmx 3 mm gauge section of Ti-6242 dwell samples. When using the c-axis 
alone, there is no tolerance angle on the c-axis that accurately predicts regions that behave as soft 
grains in the modified Stroh model for dislocation pile up and load shedding. Additionally, there 
is no c-axis tolerance angle that correctly defines MTRs and regions of cooperative slip activity 
under dwell fatigue loading. Even if some tolerance angle produces an appropriate identification 
of a soft grain or MTR in a small subset of points, that tolerance angle is not applicable to the 
entire gauge section. 
It was found in this work that the ratio of basal slip strength to directional elastic modulus for 
each grain captures regions that act cooperatively during the dwell fatigue of Ti-6242 and is a 
promising approach for MTR segmentation and identification. The directional strength-to-stiffness 
ratio depends on the orientation of the c-axis relative to the loading direction, but uses the effective 
modulus of elasticity and the directionally-dependent slip strengths of a grain to determine the 
local, orientation-dependent ease of deformation, specifically slip. The use of the strength-to-
stiffness ratio to predict the grain-by-grain succession of slip activity under uniaxial loading was 
first suggested by Wong et al. [106] for FCC materials. It was later adapted to HCP materials by 
Kasemer et al. [107] to show the order of slip family activation in a CPFE model. The results were 
validated against a uniaxially tensile-loaded sample of Ti-6-4. In this work, the experimentally 
observed slip activity in dwelled Ti-6242 occurred primarily in regions with a low basal strength-
to-stiffness ratio. Under the loading conditions and number of cycles examined in this work, basal 




work on the strength-to-stiffness ratio by Wong and Kasemer, both works considered more 
potential active slip systems for their strength parameter of the strength-to-stiffness ratio [107], 
[108]. Under higher applied loads or at higher cycle counts, it may be necessary to consider 
different slip systems and their relative slip strengths for an accurate representation of cooperative 
working grains.  
5.2  C-axis Definitions 
5.2.1 MTRs 
Crystallographic misorientation alone is not sufficient to identify regions of the 
microstructure that work cooperatively and permit slip transfer through MTRs during dwell fatigue 
loading of Ti-6242. In section 4.1, MTRs defined with a 20° misorientation tolerance or c-axis 
orientation relative to the loading direction tolerance do not capture the effective structural unit of 
the microstructure under dwell fatigue. We explore whether a smaller tolerance angle may capable 
of capturing the subfeatures of these MTRs defined by prevailing methods.  
the contiguous grouping of primary alpha grains is a necessary MTR segmentation parameter 
in order to allow slip transfer between similarly oriented grains, as suggested in Chapter 4. To 
examine this hypothesis, misorientation and minimum feature size tolerances were varied in a 
Dream3D MTR segmentation algorithm to determine an optimal segmentation. The microstructure 
and slip trace maps for Sample C, the large FOV test run at 200°C, were used in this exploratory 
study. Example cases with 10°, 15°, and 20° misorientation tolerances and a minimum feature size 
of 100 um2 (approximately one grain),  200 um2, and 280 um2 were analyzed using a Dream3D 
pipeline (details about this routine are in Appendix A) that allowed running c-axis average 
grouping and required contiguous grain groupings. The results of these segmentations are shown 




matched the length of identified long-range slip traces after 200 dwell cycles and did not segment 
features of MTRs that act cooperatively. 
Misorientation tolerance alone does not describe the commonality grains share when acting 
as a single structural unit. A parameter study of misorientation tolerances found no segmentation 
that groups grain clusters acting cooperatively for slip transfer under dwell fatigue loading. This 
is further evidenced by an investigation of the effect of tolerance angle, in which a subsection of 
the full orientation map was segmented. A cropped section of the gauge was selected as a test case, 
as there was clear variation in grain orientations spatially appearing as clusters approximately 20° 
relative to the loading direction, as seen in Figure 5.2. The slip traces traversed through the 
clustered subfeatures with a greater deviation in the angle between the [0001] plane normal and 
loading direction, meaning that they are less hard by traditional c-axis hard/soft definitions. 
Segmentations were run with the allowable c-axis misorientation ranging from 2-10° with a 
minimum feature size of 2 pixels. Unlike the full gauge segmentations, the c-axis averaging feature 
was turned off to allow for the two separate regions to be individually identified. The c-axis 
misorientation between these two regions in Figure 5.2 is small and the gradient in c-axis 
orientations between the two regions appears smooth. If the c-axis running average feature was 
used, the orientations of the two separate subregions would not cause the average to change 
dramatically enough to be considered separate regions. Rather, the two regions would be 
considered one MTR. The c-axis running average feature is meant to make finding the edges of 
very distinct features easier by averaging over subtle orientation changes outside of the orientation 
tolerance. This is useful if the grouped regions of interest have distinctly different orientations, 
such as for MTRs defined by prevailing methods where the c-axis of hard and soft grains are 




subfeatures of harder MTRs defined by prevailing methods that appear to work cooperatively, 
where the difference in c-axis is more subtle. Theoretically, a smooth enough orientation gradient 
exists that all the possible c-axis orientations could be grouped into one MTR. None of the explored 
tolerance angles resulted in the definition of these separate regions within the larger MTR defined 
by prevailing methods, as shown in Figure 5.1. At larger tolerance between 4° and 10°, the main 
MTR defined by prevailing methods remains with a few stray grains excluded. At lower 
misorientation tolerances from 2°-3°, the MTR defined by prevailing methods disappears and the 
orientation map is divided into many smaller features of a few grains each; these smaller features 
do not match the regions that act cooperatively to allow for basal slip transfer. 
Even if a tolerance angle segmentation works for a particular microstructure under load 
shedding and dwell fatigue, this does not indicate applicability to other microstructures or different 
loading conditions. Additionally, metrics for determining segmentation quality are elusive. In this 
work, the segmentation map was compared to the regions of grains acting cooperatively for slip 
transfer in Ti-6242 under dwell fatigue loading. The aim was to match the boundaries of the slip 
traces with the boundaries of the MTRs and segment the regions of cooperative grains. When 
comparing the results in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, it is evident that areas of the microstructure are 
subdivided differently when trying to capture the true cooperative structural unit; changing the 
misorientation tolerance improves and tightens the boundary of some MTRs closer to the long-






Figure 5.1: MTR segmentations of the full gauge of Sample C (the 200°C test case) made by 







Figure 5.2: Subsection of Sample C microstructure map showing what is categorized as a single 
MTR but containing clear separate regions. Vertical bands of slightly less hard grains exist in a 
region surrounded by harder grains. The slip traces appear to exist within the bands of slightly less 
hard grains. Segmentations allowing for a misorientation from 2°-10° show that the selected 




5.2.2 C-axis Definition of Hard and Soft 
The modified Stroh model and CPFE models described in section 2.3.1 investigate the 
behavior of hard and soft microstructural features. The orientation of the c-axis relative to the 
loading direction dictates whether the region is easy or difficult to deform. For a soft grain in both 
the modified Stroh model and CPFE, the c-axis is considered nearly perpendicular to the loading 
direction. While the CPFE models consider the various slip strengths, strain sensitivities, and 
deformation properties of the modeled crystallography, most modeled soft regions are 
prismatically soft with their c-axis near perpendicular to the loading direction [14], [15]. 
Additionally, experimental materials for load shedding and dwell investigations are processed to 
intentionally produce prismatically soft regions [61], [90]. When studying sub regions and grains 
of interest in a larger test sample, grains with their c-axis near perpendicular to the loading 
direction are specifically selected. While excellent progress has been made through these models 
and experimental studies on prismatic soft grains, the work presented in Chapter 4 suggests that 
the basally soft grains should also be included in these models, and that the basally soft regions 
may indeed be the weakest microstructural links for early crack nucleation.  
The exact bounds on how much the c-axis can deviate from the loading direction have not 
been standardized when defining hard and soft regions. One approach to define this tolerance angle 
is informed by fractography work by Sinha et al. [9] When examining the fracture surface of dwell 
loaded Ti-6242, it was found that the faceted regions of crack propagation on the fracture surface 
occurred in grains with their c-axis within ± 15° of the loading direction [5], [6]. When compared 
to the Schmid factor calculation in equation 2 in section 2.2.3, this corresponds with the high basal 





Figure 5.3: The map is colored to define hard, soft, and neither regions, with the slip traces after 
200 cycles imposed in black. Prismatic soft regions are defined as having a c-axis misalignment 
of 75-90° relative to loading direction, while hard regions are defined as having their c-axis within 





Figure 5.4: Normalized number of slipped points and all points in regions defined as hard, soft, 
and neither for each whole gauge sample after 200 dwell cycles. Over 95% of all slipped points 
occurred in regions defined as neither hard nor soft, in agreement with the dominant basal slip 






Another approach to define the boundary conditions for hard and soft grains is presented 
by Bantounas et al. [105] on high-cycle fatigue of Ti-6Al-4V. In Bantounas’s work, they 
determined the most easily activated slip system and created a “normalized” Schmid factor, given 
by 
 𝑚′ = 𝑚 × (𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜏〈𝑢𝑣𝑤𝑡〉{ℎ𝑘𝑖𝑙}⁄ )       (3) 
Where 𝑚 is the traditionally defined Schmid factor from equation (2) , 𝑚′ is the normalized 
Schmid factor, and  𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜏〈𝑢𝑣𝑤𝑡〉{ℎ𝑘𝑖𝑙}⁄  is the ratio of the CRSS of a given slip system ( 𝜏〈𝑢𝑣𝑤𝑡〉{ℎ𝑘𝑖𝑙})  
to the CRSS of the easiest activated slip system (𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛), known to be basal or prismatic <a> slip 
for near-alpha titanium alloys. This equation relates the Schmid factor with the CRSS and models 
the active slip system as a function of the misorientation between the loading direction and the c-
axis of the grain. The normalized Schmid factor for each slip system versus the angle between the 
loading direction and the c-axis of the grain is plotted in Figure 5.5. The intersection of these 
curves indicates three distinct regions where each slip system is dominant. When the c-axis of a 
grain is between 0-10° misaligned from the loading direction, pyramidal slip dominates. From 10-
66.67° basal slip is the most likely, and from 66.67-90° misalignment prismatic slip dominates. 
From the classic modified Stroh model described in section 2.2.3, hard grains are oriented for 
pyramidal slip and soft grains are likely aligned for prismatic slip [5]. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to use the misorientation ranges defined by Bantounas et al. [105] to set an even tighter bound on 





Figure 5.5: Graph of “normalized” Schmid factor vs. the angle between the c-axis and the loading 
direction for basal and prismatic <a> slip and first order pyramidal <c+a> slip. [105] 
 
 
When using the often-cited definition of hard (c-axis 0-15° relative to loading direction) 
and soft grains (c-axis 75-90° relative to loading direction), the long-range slip activity observed 
in this work did not occur in prismatically-soft regions, and the location of hard regions did not 
correlate to the spatial distribution of long-range slip activity. Extending the definition of soft 
regions to grains with their c-axis misaligned by 66.7-90° to the loading direction also did not 
change this result. Rather, slip primarily occurred through grains with their c-axis 30°-45° aligned 
to the loading direction, as discussed in section 4.2.3. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.6 show the 
orientation information obtained from EBSD for each large FOV sample binned into either hard, 




the ±15° misorientation tolerance or the angle bounds suggested by Bantounas et al. [105] . The 
orientation maps are colored according to these categorizations. The segmented long-range slip 
traces after 200 dwell cycles are superimposed onto each color map to highlight the locations 
where long-range slip occurred. Whether the points involved in slip activity are hard, soft, or 
neither are tallied and displayed in a bar graph in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.7. For both c-axis 
definition schemes, over 95% of all slipped points occur in regions defined as neither hard nor 
soft. Instead slip occurs in regions best aligned for basal slip according to the predictions of the 
“normalized” Schmid factor. This agrees with the trend of dominant basal slip activity in regions 
with a high basal Schmid factor as identified in section 4.2.3. 
 
Figure 5.6: Long range slip occurs in regions where basal slip has the highest normalized Schmid 
factor, from the Bantounas [105] work. This aligns with the known high basal Schmid activity, but 







Figure 5.7: Normalized number of slipped points and all points in regions well oriented for basal, 
prismatic, and pyramidal slip activity according to the normalized Schmid factor [105] for each 
whole gauge sample after 200 dwell cycles. Over 90% of all slipped points occur in regions defined 




For Ti-6242 under dwell fatigue loading, the strength-to-stiffness ratio strongly indicates 
which grains will act cooperatively and allow long-range slip. Wong and Dawson [106] analyzed 
the results of a CPFE simulation and showed that the directional strength to the directional stiffness 
ratio correlated well with the order in which crystals yielded under uniaxial loading in low strain-
regimes (i.e. lower values of strength-to-stiffness will yield first). They found that this strength-
to-stiffness ratio correlates significantly better with the deformation of grains than strength alone. 
Both the strength and material stiffness are individually anisotropic for the alpha phase of Ti-6242, 
and therefore the strength-to-stiffness ratio is orientation dependent as well. 
The way in which the strength-to-stiffness ratio predicts the order of yielding is described 
by Wong and Dawson using a simple conceptual example. Consider two masses loaded in parallel 
as illustrated in Figure 5.8. The two masses will undergo the same amount of deformation upon 
loading (isostrain). Each mass has its own effective modulus and yield strength. When considering 
only their yield strength, one would expect the mass with the lower yield strength to fail first. For 




will reach its yield strength at a smaller total strain than the mass with the lower modulus and yield 
strength, as illustrated from the stress strain curve in Figure 5.8. In this case, the mass with the 
larger yield strength and elastic modulus will yield first. The strength-to-stiffness ratio describes 
the order in which these masses would fail better than the individual yield strength of each mass. 
This simple example of masses can be extrapolated to other situations where different objects 
experience similar loads, like the grains in a polycrystal under uniaxial loading conditions [106]. 
In a polycrystal, this is clearly a simplification of the behavior as microstructural interactions are 
important, but the compatibility requirements of the isostrain condition can still be useful to 
explore basic relationships between grains.   
 
Figure 5.8: Illustration of two masses loaded in parallel under isostrain conditions. If they behave 
in a perfect elastic-plastic fashion, the material with a higher yield strength will fail first due to its 
larger elastic modulus.[107] 
 
 
5.3.1 Elastic Modulus  
Material stiffness is described as the inverse of the elastic modulus. The orientation 
dependence of the effective elastic modulus is described in section 2.2.2. The directional effective 







4 𝜃 + 𝑆33 cos
4 𝜃 + (2𝑆13 + 𝑆44) cos
2 𝜃 sin2 𝜃 
    (4) 
Where 𝜃  is the angle between the c-axis of the crystal and the loading direction, 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑟 is the 
directional effective elastic modulus, and Sij are components of the symmetry reduced compliance 
tensor in the crystal reference frame.  [109]. The material stiffness matrix for alpha phase titanium 
used in this formulation is the inverse of the compliance matrix reconstructed by Kim et al. from 
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Individually, the material stiffness metric appears to describe regions of cooperative slip in 
Ti-6242 under dwell loading. The effective modulus relative to loading direction from equation 4  
is plotted in section 2.2.2. Figure 5.9 shows the effective modulus maps calculated for each point 
in the orientation maps for Sample A, B, and C, the full gauge samples tested at RT, 120°C and 
200°C, respectively. The distribution of the elastic modulus for the entire map versus the elastic 
modulus of points that a slip trace traverses is shown in Figure 5.10. From these plots, it is clear 
that most of the slip traces traverse through regions with an elastic modulus between 115-125 MPa. 
These are neither the stiffest nor the most compliant regions, but rather correlate well to the grain 
orientations that would deform by basal slip, a key factor highlighted in Chapter 4. About 10% of 
the map has an effective modulus below 95 GPa and ~7% of the map has an effective modulus 
above 130 GPa. These steep distribution tails are due to the cosine relationship in the effective 




values between 80°-90° the elastic modulus is less than 95 GPa. The rate of change of the effective 
modulus of θ values from 20-80° is significantly greater, as seen in Figure 2.6.   
The regions that accommodate slip also appear to be surrounded by regions with a stiffer 
elastic modulus. This is not to say that the less stiff slipped regions are surrounded by regions with 
the stiffest modulus on an absolute scale, but rather that there appears to be a small relative 
difference of approximately 5 GPa between the material stiffness of the two regions. The effective 
local modulus map for the same test case area from Sample C used in the C-axis variation 
exploration is shown in Figure 5.11. This example shows the clear regions of slipped lower 
modulus material near stiffer unslipped material. This same trend visually appears in the other 
regions of the full gauge sections, where the effective modulus captures the subfeatures of MTRs 
defined by prevailing methods that are missed by c-axis segmentation methods alone.  
 
 
Figure 5.9: Effective modulus map for Samples A-C, which are the full gauge samples tested at 
RT, 120°C, and 200°C, respectively. The slip traces after 200 dwell cycles are superimposed in 
red on the effective modulus map. The effective modulus appears to highlight the sub features of 





Figure 5.10: CDF plots of the effective modulus of slipped and unslipped points in the effective 
modulus map. At all temperatures, most of the slipped points are not the least stiff points, but rather 





Figure 5.11: Subsection of the 200°C full gauge test. The c-axis orientation relative to loading does 
not highlight the individual sub-features of the classically defined MTR, while the effective elastic 




5.3.2 Strength – The Schmid Factor and the Taylor Factor 
The Schmid and Taylor factors are most commonly used to describe a grain’s resistance to 
deformation under uniaxial loading. Both factors relate the macroscopic yield stress to the CRSS 
on a slip system. The Schmid factor assumes isostress conditions and satisfies equilibrium, while 
the Taylor factor assumes isostrain behavior and satisfies compatibility. The Schmid factor is 
described in section 2.2.3 and relates the crystallographic orientation to the propensity for slip on 
an individual slip system, while the Taylor factor considers the summation of deformation on all 
active systems. The latter is most commonly used in interpreting microstructural phenomena 
during high temperature materials processing. 
In this study on dwell fatigue, basal slip was more active than any other type of slip. 
Therefore, in the absence of detailed finite element models, which would need to include the full 
three-dimensional microstructure for reliability [111], [112], the use of the basal Schmid factor is 
examined as a strength metric. The relationship between the basal Schmid factor and slip activity 
during dwell fatigue at each temperature is discussed in detail in Chapter 4, and Figure 4.2 shows 
the basal Schmid factor for each point of the orientation maps. The basal Schmid factor is clearly 
correlated to cooperative slip and can likely be used as a metric to define regions well aligned for 
cooperative slip.  
When using the Schmid factor to define the strength parameter, each individual slip system 
has its own strength. While the Schmid factor works well for a single crystal, in polycrystals 
deformation is accommodated by slip on more than one slip system at a time to maintain material 
continuity. In Wong and Dawson’s work [106], they found that using the Schmid factor over-
predicted the final strength-to-stiffness value, and therefore proposed averaging the strength over 




The Taylor model considers each of the possible active slip systems that could be active for 
a specific orientation. The Taylor factor specifically details the strength of a grain by quantifying 
the magnitude of the slip system shearing rates relative to the effective strain rate experienced by 
the crystal while minimizing the amount of expended work. Under uniaxial tension, the Taylor 










    (5) 
 
where Mdir is the Taylor factor, γ
(s) is the slip magnitude of the respective slip plane s, ε uniaxial 
strain, σ is the uniaxial stress, and τc is denotes the critical resolved shear stress.  The Taylor factor 
is dependent on both the orientation of the crystal and the applied deformation. Large Taylor factor 
values imply that deformation would require a significant amount of slip and work, while small 
Taylor factors imply that deformation could be accommodated efficiently on fewer slip systems 
resulting in less plastic work. Taylor factor maps produced from the full gauge orientation maps 
of sample A, B, and C are shown in Figure 5.12. They were produced using the OIM Taylor factor 





Figure 5.12: Taylor factor maps showing that there is not a link between the Taylor factor and 








Figure 5.13: Cumulative distribution function of the Taylor factor for all the points in the 
orientation map and for all the slipped points of the orientation map. Regions with a low Taylor 
factor are not preferentially slipping, indicating that this calculation for the Taylor factor is not a 
good indicator for the onset of slip in Ti-6242 under dwell loading. Additionally, due to the texture 
of the overall behavior, there is an absence of points in the microstructure with a Taylor factor 






The Taylor factor does not appear to be an appropriate strength metric to determine the 
onset of slip in Ti-6242 under dwell loading. While the Taylor factor highlights some of the groups 
of grains that act cooperatively, there is no relationship between the value of Taylor factor and 
locations of slip activity. There is no significant difference between the Taylor factor distribution 
for the entire gauge section and the slipped points. While less than 10% of slipped points have a 
Taylor factor above 6 for each temperature, there is a relatively even distribution of Taylor factors 
for slipped points below 6. 
For the entire gauge section of each sample, there is an absence of points with a Taylor factor 
around 5. Overall, every temperature only has approximately 10% of points with a Taylor factor 
between 4.5 and 5.2. This is likely linked to the texture of the material, which has moderate 
alignment of {0001} poles with the loading direction. It is important to note that the value of the 
Taylor factor is more qualitative, as a fully quantitative Taylor factor would require exact 
measurements of the CRSS for each slip system. The exact quantification of various slip systems 
in α-Ti is an active field of research and beyond the scope of this study [7], [25], [38], [113]–[115]. 
Thus, this estimate of the Taylor factor is assumed to be a reasonable estimate of the true Taylor 
factor, even if the exact measurements of the CRSS each slip system in this material would change 
the Taylor factor values.  
5.3.3 Strength-to-Stiffness Ratio  
From looking at the individual maps of the orientation-dependent elastic modulus, basal 
Schmid factor, and Taylor factor, we find that the basal Schmid factor and elastic modulus provide 
a better representation and differentiation of regions that act cooperatively than either the Taylor 
factor approximations or c-axis descriptions. We compute the strength-to-stiffness ratio for both 


















    (7) 
Where rdir is the directional strength-to-stiffness ratio, mdir is the directional Schmid factor, Mdir is 
the directional Taylor factor, and Edir is the directional elastic modulus. A low strength-to-stiffness 
ratio implies that a region is well aligned for early and easy slip activity, while a high strength-to-
stiffness ratio implies that a region is less likely to experience plastic deformation. The relative 
values of the strength-to-stiffness ratio have been shown to align well with the order in which 
regions will undergo plastic deformation and slip [106], [107]. Maps and distributions for each 
strength-to-stiffness parameter is shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.16. 
The Taylor factor as calculated here does not provide an accurate representation of a grain’s 
proclivity to slip under dwell fatigue loading in Ti-6242. At all tested temperatures, there is no 
clear link between regions of slip activity and the strength-to-stiffness ratio calculated using the 
Taylor factor. As seen in the distribution plots of the Taylor factor strength-to-stiffness in Figure 
5.15, there is no significant difference between the distribution of Taylor strength-to-stiffness 
ratios of the entire gauge section and the points that were involved in slip activity. There is no link 
between a low Taylor strength-to-stiffness ratio and slip activity.  Most slipped points do not have 
a low Taylor strength-to-stiffness ratio. While less than 5% of slipped points have a Taylor 
strength-to-stiffness factor over 0.045, over 40% of the slipped points have a Taylor strength-to-





Figure 5.14: Map of Taylor strength-to-stiffness ratio of samples A, B and C with slip traces after 
200 dwell cycles superimposed on top in black. There is no link between the strength-to-stiffness 







Figure 5.15: Histogram of the Taylor strength-to-stiffness ratio for all slipped points vs. all points 
in the orientation map at RT, 120°C, and 200°C. There is no apparent correlation between the 







At all tested temperatures, there was a strong correlation between grains that underwent 
plastic deformation and grains with a low basal Schmid strength-to-stiffness ratio. The strength-
to-stiffness maps in Figure 5.16 show that slip primarily exists in regions with a low basal strength-
to-stiffness ratio. The basal strength-to-stiffness is bound between the values of 0.0151 and 
infinity, as bound by possible values of the basal Schmid factor and the effective elastic modulus. 
Over 85% of all the slipped points have a basal strength-to-stiffness ratio below 0.03 for all 
temperatures, as seen in the distribution plots in Figure 5.17. The original strength-to-stiffness 
studies by Wong and Dawson were on FCC materials, and due to the high degree of single crystal 
stiffness anisotropy present in HCP materials, the Schmid factor (isostress assumption) over-
predicts the strength-to-stiffness ratio when compared to the Taylor factor (isostrain assumption). 
In HCP titanium alloys, the relatively low amount of elastic anisotropy of the alpha phase allows 
for a reasonable Schmid factor isostress assumption as demonstrated by Kasemer et al. [107]. 
 
Figure 5.16: Map of basal Schmid factor strength-to-stiffness ratio of samples A, B, and C with 




between locations of slip activity and a low strength-to-stiffness ratio calculated with the basal 
Schmid factor as the strength parameter.  
 
 
Figure 5.17: Histogram of the basal Schmid strength-to-stiffness ratio for all the points in the 
orientation map and for all the slipped points in the orientation map for Samples A, B, and C. 
There is a clear correlation between locations of slip activity and the strength to stiffness ratio 
calculated with the basal Schmid factor as the strength parameter. 
 
 
To confirm that the basal Schmid factor is reasonable strength metric, the prismatic 
strength-to-stiffness ratio was investigated following the same approach as the basal strength-to-
stiffness ratio described above. At all tested temperatures, there was no relationship between grains 
that underwent plastic deformation and grains with a low prismatic Schmid strength-to-stiffness 
ratio (Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19). The prismatic Schmid factor was used as the strength metric 
in the strength-to-stiffness ratio to further investigate what the best strength metric is for 
identification of cooperative slip regions in Ti-6242. While prismatic slip is often reported as being 
the most easily activated slip system and typically used as the representative “soft grain” 
orientation in the modified Stroh model and when setting up parametric CPFE models, it is not 
indicative of regions that undergo cooperative slip under dwell fatigue loading in Ti-6242. The 
lack of plastic slip activity in regions with a low prismatic strength-to-stiffness ratio also 







Figure 5.18: Map of prismatic strength-to-stiffness ratio of Samples A, B, and C with slip traces 
after 200 dwell cycles superimposed on top in black. There is no link between the strength-to-








Figure 5.19: Histogram of the prismatic Schmid strength-to-stiffness ratio for all the points in the 
orientation map and for all the slipped points in the orientation map for Samples A, B, and C. 
There is no relationship between locations of slip activity and the strength to stiffness ratio 
calculated with the prismatic Schmid factor as the strength parameter. This is in agreement with 
the lack of prismatic slip activity observed at all temperatures and cycle counts previously reported 





There is a clear correlation between locations of slip activity and regions with a low 
strength-to-stiffness ratio calculated with the basal Schmid factor as the strength parameter. The 
relationship between the strength-to-stiffness ratio and slip activity has been previously 
demonstrated for HCP materials in simulations and experimental work by Kasemer et al. [107] on 
Ti-6-4 under uniaxial tension. They used a parallelized CPFE model using a normalized Schmid 
factor to investigate the influence of the initial slip strengths on the deformation response of an 
alpha-phase polycrystal. In the model of Kasemer et al. [107], the grain orientations of the 
simulated polycrystal were selected to mimic the orientation distribution function of an 
experimentally tested sample of microtextured Ti-6-4 under uniaxial tension by Echlin et al. [90]. 
The grain orientations in the modeled polycrystals were selected to match the ODF of the 
experimentally tested sample. The study simulated both a microtextured and non-microtextured 
polycrystal by differing the spatial location of the grains while maintaining the same global ODF.  
The CRSS of the basal, prismatic, and pyramidal <a> slip families and which slip family is the 
weakest are topics of debate within the titanium community. Different studies report different 
CRSS and relative strengths. Kasemer et al. [107] explored three different sets of CRSS parameters 
from literature in their simulation. For both microtextured and non-microtextured simulations, 
Kasemer et al. [107] found that the best agreement between the model and the experimental results 
by using weak basal family strength with a slightly higher prismatic family strength at 1.2x the 
basal strength and a moderately high pyramidal family strength at 1.7x the basal strength. When 
using these parameters, both the modeling and experimental results show that regions with the 
lowest strength-to-stiffness ratio slip first at lower strains and that subsequent regions with a higher 
strength to stiffness ratio undergo slip at progressively higher strains. The presence of MTRs does 




they do allow for the formation of extended slip bands that traverse multiple grains. In the 
experimental work in this study, we primarily observe basal slip in grains well oriented for such 
at all temperatures and cycles. While this result agrees with the selection of the CRSS ratios used 
by Kasemer et al. [107] that selected the basal slip family as the weakest slip family, the relative 
values between the basal CRSS and the prismatic CRSS are still under active investigation.  The 
long range observed basal slip instead be due to the presence of the intermetallic Ti3Al in the alloy. 
The Ti3Al, also called the ɑ2 phase, has a hexagonal phase with a DO19 structure. The long-range 
order of the ɑ2 limits the number of deformation modes and prevents twinning. Additionally, it 
makes basal <a> slip more difficult since it creates disorder in the DO19 structure of the 
intermetallic. The high antiphase boundary energy of the ɑ2 phase inhibits cross slip from the basal 
plane onto prism and pyramidal planes. Therefore, the observed basal slip activity is extremely 
planar in alloys with Ti3Al  [17]. The presence of this intermetallic may be responsible for the 
observation of both the significant long-range planer basal slip and the lack of long range prismatic 
slip. TEM analysis is actively underway to determine the potential presence of both the Ti3Al and 
prismatic slip activity.  
Under the dwell loading conditions in the present study, regions with slip activity are 
strongly correlated with the strength of the basal slip family after 200 cycles. Under other loading 
conditions with a higher peak stress or with additional cycling, it may be necessary to include and 
normalize other slip families in the determination of the strength parameter in the strength-to-
stiffness ratio. In this study, it is demonstrated that the basal strength-to-stiffness ratio is an 
important factor when determining the effective structural units and weakest link regions of a 
microstructure under dwell fatigue. If the proposed life-limiting parameter of dwell fatigue is early 




dislocation pile ups should be considered the critical characteristic. Hence, future characterization 
and segmentation protocols should focus on identifying these features.  
5.4 Conclusions 
Definitions of MTRs based on clustering of the c-axis do not do a good job at identifying which 
grains behave as effective structural units. By comparing the plastic deformation of dwell fatigued 
samples at RT, 120°C, and 200°C to the regions defined by current prevailing c-axis methods as 
hard and soft, it is clear that these traditionally soft regions do not engage in cooperative long-
range slip and therefore would not contribute significantly to load shedding. Rather, the regions of 
cooperative slip can be initially identified by a directional strength-to-stiffness ratio, where the 
strength metric is defined by the basal Schmid factor.  
● There is no MTR segmentation that accurately describes the bounds of regions of grains 
that behave cooperatively based upon the grouping of the c-axis orientation relative to 
loading and the minimum allowable size of an MTR alone. The sub-regions of classically 
defined MTRs that act cooperatively cannot be captured with a c-axis grouping, no matter 
how small the allowable tolerance angle is. 
● Even if an ideal MTR segmentation using c-axis grouping can be found for a single sample 
or region, the metrics of that segmentation cannot be applied to other samples freely. For 
all the sample gauge sections studied in this chapter, different segmentation metrics were 
better for different regions of each gauge section. Due to the complexity of the 
phenomenon, there likely exists a variety of different metrics that describe the ability of 
grains to behave as a structural unit and help determine whether a material with experience 




● The orientation of the c-axis does not accurately describe or predict regions that behave as 
soft regions in a classic modified Stroh model of load shedding under dwell fatigue at any 
investigated temperature. 
● The directionally dependent elastic modulus captures the subregions of MTRs that 
facilitate long range slip. Long range slip does not occur in the least stiff regions, but rather 
in regions with an effective modulus between 115-125 GPa. It also appears that slip activity 
occurs in subregions of MTRs with a relatively lower effect modulus than its surroundings. 
This hypothesis is under active investigation. 
● Groups of grains that behave cooperatively to facilitate long range slip have a low strength-
to-stiffness ratio when the basal Schmid factor is used as the strength metric. 
● There is no link between the Taylor factor of a point and its propensity to slip, whether 
from a comparison to the Taylor factor alone or when the Taylor factor is used as the 
strength metric in a strength-to-stiffness ratio.   
● The strength-to-stiffness ratio better describes grains that are behaving as hard and soft 
grains in the modified Stroh model of load shedding than the orientation of the c-axis. This 
metric should be considered as a hierarchical segmentation parameter for MTRs that could 
be used in future data-driven or CPFE modeling efforts to understand load shedding and 




Chapter 6  Slip Behavior of Individual Grains Under Dwell Fatigue in Ti-6242 
6.1 Introduction 
Because titanium alloys lack hard second phases and inclusions, the effective slip length of 
the material is a primary factor influencing mechanical properties, as shown schematically in 
Figure 6.1 [17]. Of relevance to this work is the fact that longer slip lengths are known to be 
detrimental to fatigue crack nucleation. In most studies, MTRs are believed to effectively behave 
as giant grains that increase the effective slip length of the material [86]. The preceding sections 
have shown that this is not the case, however, at least within the prevailing method for 
characterizing MTRs using c-axis misorientations as the grouping criterion. In the previous 
sections, it was shown that groups of grains that slip cooperatively are well oriented for basal slip 
and spatially arranged in a way that aligns the basal slip traces.  
 





To compare whether these regions of cooperative slip behave similarly to the slip activity 
in individual grains, the behavior of individual grains under dwell fatigue loading was explored. 
SEM DIC experiments (which offer much higher spatial resolution) were performed on 500 um x 
500 um regions of the sub regions of the gauge section of Ti-6242 dwell fatigue samples. These 
regions were selected to explore a more randomly textured region of the material with a low 
amount of microtexture at a higher resolution. The image resolution of these individual grain 
studies was 14.65 nm/pixel (~682 pixels across the diameter of a 10µm grain) versus the 73.24 
nm/pixel (~136 pixels across the diameter of a 10µm grain) for the full gauge studies. This 
increased spatial resolution allows us to examine the slip activity more closely within individual 
grains to gain further insight into the conditions that permit cooperative slip.  The results of this 
study show that basal slip is the dominant slip activity within individual grains of a less 
microtextured microstructure. Slip lengths are primarily limited to one grain in the absence of 
microtexture, but similarly oriented grain neighbors can allow for the transfer of basal slip through 
2-4 grains. By comparing the results of slip activity in individual grains with the slip activity 
through a microtextured material, it is demonstrated that grains well oriented for basal slip are the 
primary deformation mode at all temperatures, length scales, and cycles investigated in this study.  
6.2 Results and Discussion 
As seen in Chapter 4, the full gauge slip behaviors of RT and the 120°C were extremely 
similar, and similar load shedding mechanisms are expected. A significant difference in slip 
activity was observed between experiments run at dwell sensitive temperatures (RT and 120°C) 
and experiments at dwell insensitive temperatures (200°C).  Therefore, tests were only run at the 
extremes of RT and 200°C to investigate the behavior of individual grains under dwell fatigue 




6.2.1 Effects of Microtexture   
When looking at the slip activity in grains, individual grains near hard microtextured regions 
appear to initiate slip with few cycles at RT. Both orientation maps and pole figures shown in 
Figure 3.3 indicate that each sample has a moderate basal texture. Slip activity after 2 and 200 
dwell fatigue cycles is superimposed over these orientation maps in Figure 6.2. The subregions of 
the gauge section were selected to investigate a more randomly textured region of the materials. 
The edges of the RT FOV clearly have large MTRs that extend approximately 100-150 microns 
into the region. The center of the FOV  is relatively low microtexture with a wide distribution of 
grain orientation that exists in clusters of 1-3 grains. The material tested at 200°C is also relatively 
free from large microtextured regions. After two dwell cycles more of the slip activity occurs 
around the edges of the FOV, within and around the (typically assumed to be) hard microtextured 
regions than in the unmicrotextured center of the FOV. The individual grains in the 
unmictotextured center of the RT FOV  have also slipped by the time 200 cycles are accumulated. 
This could indicate the influence of MTRs not only on the length of slip traces, but also on how 





Figure 6.2: EBSD orientation maps for grain level study at RT and 200°C with slip traces 
segmentation map after 2 and 200 dwell cycles superimposed in black. These maps show that slip 
activity forms in regions with clusters of similarly oriented basal grains after 2 cycles, with more 
diffuse slip occurring within the rest of the FOV after 200 cycles. This is especially evident in the 
RT specimen where more slip after 2 cycles exists in the microtextured regions on the edges of the 
FOV. 
 
6.2.2 Number of Slip Traces 
Both the RT and the 200°C experiments exhibit a similar number of slip traces after 2 and 
200 dwell cycles, as shown in Table 6.1. This is in contrast to the very different number of slip 
traces and rate of strain accumulated in the full gauge of the dwell samples in Chapter 4. As this 
is just a small subset of the entire gauge, it is not expected to be indicative of the overall behavior 




accumulates less slip, less quickly than at RT. The similar number of slip traces is also likely 
related to the texture of the materials. The slip traces at 200°C are generally shorter than the slip 
traces at RT as seen in Figure 6.5. The number of shorter slip traces at 200°C is linked to the 
number of available locations to slip. This will be further discussed in relation to the Schmid 
factors associated with basal slip in section 6.2.5. 
 
Table 6.1: Number of slip traces in each sample after 2 and 200 cycles, at room temperature (RT)  




6.2.3 Slip Type 
At all temperatures and cycles, basal slip activity dominated with over 55% of all the 
observed slip activity being basal slip (Figure 2.1). This is consistent with the observations within 
the whole gauge section, where the slip was dominantly basal, and the co-location of basal 
orientated grains allowed for the formation of long-range basal slip through tens of grains. At 
200°C, an even greater percentage (>70%) of all slip activity at all cycles is basal, indicating that 
plastic anisotropy alone is not the driving quality of the temperature dependence of load shedding. 
In previous modelling work, the dwell debit is proposed to disappear at ~200°C in Ti-6242 as the 
degree of plastic anisotropy diminishes. Ozturk et al. [14] proposed that as temperature increases 
the CRSS required to activate basal, prismatic, and pyramidal slip begin to lower and converge as 




the large dislocation pile ups at hard/soft interfaces and load shedding and therefore the dwell debit 
disappears at elevated temperatures. If this were the case, a large amount of slip on a variety of 
slip families would be expected. However, we continue to see basal slip dominate at all 
temperatures with 200°C being even more prevalent than at RT. This behavior is apparently length-
scale-independent as this same trend is observed for long-range slip traces in experiments 
performed on the whole gage section of dwell fatigue samples. Due to the model hypothesis 
assuming diffuse slip activity on multiple slip systems, it would be reasonable to think that the 
large amount of diffuse slip could operate on the grain level and not be observed at the MTR length 
scale for long range slip. The fact that basal slip is the most prevalent slip type at elevated 
temperatures when investigating MTRs and individual grains, refutes this hypothesis as the 
primary factor for the temperature dependence of the dwell debit.   
 
 
Figure 6.3: Active slip systems for the identified slip traces after 2 and 200 cycles at RT and 200°C. 
Basal slip initiated early and continued to dominate with cycling, but there was little long-range 
prismatic activity. Rather, the relatively high activity of pyramidal slip is attributed to the 
exhaustion of easily activated basal slip, and the subsequent activation of slip in neighboring 





While prismatic slip is often reported as the slip system with the lowest CRSS, very little 
prismatic slip is observed within individual grains at any temperature or cycle number. This is 
consistent with long-range slip observations in section 4.2.3. From the orientation maps in Figure 
6.2, there are plenty of grains that are well oriented for prismatic slip but few of those regions are 
active. The absence of prismatic slip could be due to a lack of slip planarity due to the high number 
of available slip planes for prismatic slip or due to a difference in the CRSS where basal slip is 
easier, as discussed in Chapter 4. TEM analysis on clusters of grains well oriented for prismatic 
slip is underway to further investigate if there is no prismatic slip activity or if it just does not 
create clear slip traces on the samples surface. Whatever the reason, it is clear that prismatic slip 
does not contribute significantly to dislocation pile up, load shedding and early crack nucleation 
in the material under these loading conditions.  
Pyramidal slip is the second most prevalent type of slip at the individual grain level, and it 
exists in regions nearby to the basal slip activity as seen in Figure 6.4. Pyramidal slip makes up 
~20-30% of the slip traces at all temperatures and cycles. These same trends are also seen in the 
behavior of the long-range slip traces in section 4.2.3. From Figure 6.4, the pyramidal slip 
primarily occurs in clusters of harder grains adjacent to grains with basal slip activity at all 
temperatures. The stress localization and/or basal slip exhaustion is believed to trigger pyramidal 
slip in grains with a high pyramidal Schmid factor. Pyramidal slip occurred within larger groups 





Figure 6.4: Basal (light gray) and pyramidal (black) slip traces overlaid on the IPF map at (A) RT 
and (B) 200°C. Basal slip traces exist in basally soft grains, and pyramidal slip exists in nearby 
grains. This is attributed to the accommodation of internal stresses after basal slip exhaustion.  
 
 
While pyramidal slip does not directly contribute to load shedding, it may highlight 
locations where load shedding may occur. Pyramidal slip occurs under dwell loading below the 
macroscopic yield of the material, but it does not typically exist as long-range traces, as discussed 
in section 4.2.3. Therefore, it does not contribute to long range dislocation pile up, load shedding, 
and the overall dwell debit. It may indicate that extensive basal slip requires neighboring hard 
regions due to some neighborhood effect. The activation of pyramidal slip in hard grains may be 
an indicator of regions where hard grains are carrying an elevated stress to accommodate for the 
significant basal deformation in neighboring grains [45]. 
6.2.4 Slip Lengths 
Without the presence of co-located basal oriented grains, deformation be accommodated by 
long-range slip bands regardless of temperature or cycle count. Over 99% of all traces span less 
than 4 grains and measure less than 40 µm while over 50% of all slip traces are 10 µm or shorter 
through 1 or fewer grains Figure 6.5. Most of the traces that do extend through more than one grain 




microtextured material, basal slip activity is the primary slip family that can act cooperatively. 
This is further evidence of how basal slip is the primary slip activity of concern related to the long-
range dislocation pile ups related to dwell fatigue and load shedding.  
 
Figure 6.5: Histograms of slip length and family after 2 and 200 cycles at RT and 200°C. Most 
traces were through only one grain (10 µm) and the bulk of deformation at all temperatures was 
accommodated by short basal slip activity. Most of the traces that extend through more than one 
grain are basal, which is in agreement with the finding in Chapter 4 that grains that are able to 
work cooperatively are co-located grains with a high basal Schmid factor. 
 
The distributions of slip trace lengths remain consistent with cycling at both RT and 200°C, 
and there are more basal traces longer than 1 grain at RT than at 200°C. This indicates that the slip 
activity of individual grains is microstructurally driven, and the overall trends and locations of 




microns at RT than at 200°C is also a result of local microtexture. The microtextured regions at 
the edges of the FOV have clusters of many grains that are well oriented for basal slip and allow 
for slip transfer between grains while the 200°C FOV has more individual regions oriented for 
basal slip, but the regions are made up of few grains as seen in Figure 6.4. Microstructure and 
microtexture clearly dictate both the locations and lengths of the slip activity at all temperatures, 
cycles, and length scales.  
Additionally, at RT, there are a few pyramidal slip traces that extend through more than one 
grain as a result of microtexture. These longer pyramidal traces all exist on the edges of the FOV 
where clusters of hard oriented grains exist nearby to basal slip activity, as seen in Figure 6.4. 
These results highlight the how basal slip activity drives the deformation of Ti-6242 under dwell 
loading at every length scale, and that the presence of basal slip adjacent to clusters of hard grains 
can redistribute stresses to activate grains with a higher CRSS than expected at 90% of the 
macroscopic yield strength.  
6.2.5 Schmid Factors 
After two dwell cycles at all temperatures, all basal and pyramidal slip activity occurs in 
regions with a high basal and pyramidal Schmid factor, respectively. Over 95% of basal slip has a 
basal Schmid factor above 0.4 after 2 dwell cycles as seen in Figure 6.6. Over 99% of pyramidal 
slip occurs in grains with a pyramidal Schmid factor above 0.4. The locations of pyramidal slip 
are in grains well oriented for pyramidal slip adjacent to grain undergoing basal slip. These same 





Figure 6.6: Histogram of the (A) Basal, (B) Prismatic, (C) Pyramidal Schmid factors of each slip 
trace at RT and 200°C. At both temperatures, slip primarily occurred through grains with high 
basal and pyramidal Schmid factors. In the case of prismatic slip, the small number of traces 
affected the distribution shape (note the y-axis is set to 3% in this plot for visualization). 
 
The drop in required basal Schmid factor demonstrates the time dependence of dwell 
fatigue deformation and is proposed to be due to the exhaustion of easily activated slip. After the 
easily activated basal slip is exhausted, less favorably oriented grains or systems with higher CRSS 
must slip to accommodate deformation. This is the same proposed mechanism behind the 
activation of more difficult to initiate pyramidal slip in areas adjacent to extensive basal slip 
activity. It is also likely an example load shedding, where the extensive basal slip requires the hard 
oriented grain to carry a higher load. This stress concentration causes localized pyramidal slip to 
occur in the hard grain at macroscopically applied stress lower than would be expected. It is 
suggested that basal slip at 200°C does not become exhausted with cycling due the temperature 




favorable slip such as basal slip of unfavorable oriented grains and pyramidal slip which has a 
greater CRSS. With additional cycling from 2 to 200 cycles, a significant amount (~30% ) of basal 
slip at RT activity occurs in grains with a basal Schmid factor below 0.30, while the basal Schmid 
factors associated with basal slip at 200°C remains above 0.40 for all basal slip traces (Figure 6.6). 
This same trend is seen in the behavior of basal and pyramidal slip activity in MTRs observed in 
the whole gauge section of samples at RT and 200°C in section. Basal slip within grains well 
oriented for basal slip is the driving deformation mechanism at all temperatures, cycles, and length 
scales. 
The reduction in basal Schmid factor needed to activate slip correlated to basal slip activity 
at RT for individual grains also suggests that similar number of slip traces at RT and 200°C after 
200 cycles is specifically related to the microstructure of the inspected region. At 200°C there are 
more smaller regions that are well oriented for basal slip with a Schmid factor above 0.40, as 
shown in both the Schmid factor plots in Figure 6.6, orientation maps Figure 6.2, and trace length 
plots in Figure 6.5. At RT, the regions oriented for basal slip are larger and more continuous as 
seen in Figure 6.2. Additionally, there is a greater variety of orientations available to slip via basal 
slip. Due to there being more individual disparate regions well oriented for easy slip activity at 
200°C, there is a comparable number of slip traces at 200°C to the number of traces at RT. The 
entire gauge section tests in section, are believed to indicate a more statistically significant result 
where the 200°C accumulates less strain less quickly than at lower temperatures. Additionally, 
long range slip is the most damaging relative to dislocation pile ups and load shedding, therefore 
trends about the formation of slip through multiple grains are the more critical relationship for 





Figure 6.7: Slip trace orientations plotted on an IPF for samples tested at RT and 200°C, after 2 
and 200 cycles. At all temperatures, slip traces tended to occur through grains with a high resolved 
shear stress on the basal plane. The black points indicate the dominant orientation of the grains 
each discrete slip traces passes through and the contours represent the density of those discrete 
points on each IPF. 
 
6.2.6 Strength-to-Stiffness Ratio 
Slip activity in individual grains occurred in grains with a low strength-to-stiffness ratio 
when the basal Schmid factor is used as the strength parameter. Using the formulation proposed 
in Chapter 5, the basal strength-to-stiffness map was calculated from the orientation data for the 
RT and the 200°C FOVs. These strength-to-stiffness maps with the segmented slip traces 
overlayed in white are shown in Figure 6.8. The basal strength-to-stiffness is bound between the 
values of 0.0151 and infinity, as bound by the basal Schmid factor and the effective elastic 




and the slipped points in the FOV is in Figure 6.9. At RT, >50% of slip occurs through regions 
with a strength to stiffness ratio below 0.02 and >70% of slip occurs through regions with a 
strength-to-stiffness ratio below 0.0225. Compared to the entire map where only ~43% of the 
whole FOV has a strength-to-stiffness below 0.0225, this indicates a preference for slip to occur 
in grains with a low strength-to-stiffness ratio rather than just a trend resulting from the distribution 
of grain orientations investigated. A similar relationship exists at 200°C where 75% of slip occurs 
through regions with a strength-to-stiffness ratio below 0.0225, and only 45% of all points in the 
FOV have a strength-to-stiffness ratio below 0.0225.  
 
Figure 6.8: Map of basal Schmid factor strength-to-stiffness ratio of samples at RT and 200°C with 
slip traces after 200 dwell cycles superimposed on the maps in white. There is a clear relationship 
between locations of slip activity and a low strength-to-stiffness ratio calculated with the basal 
Schmid factor as the strength parameter. From the images, it is also clear that the slip traces are 






Figure 6.9: Histogram of the Basal Schmid Strength to Stiffness Ratio for all the points in the 
orientation map and for all the slipped points in the orientation map for Samples D and E. There 
is a clear relationship between locations of slip activity and the strength to stiffness ratio calculated 
with the basal Schmid factor as the strength parameter. 
 
Looking at the maps in Figure 6.8, it is also clear that the slip traces are visually bound 
within regions with a low strength-to-stiffness ratio by regions with a high strength-to-stiffness 
ratio. This indicates that the basal strength-to-stiffness ratio is a good predictor for slip activity for 
both long-range slip as seen in section 4.2.3, and for slip activity in less microtextured material 
through individual grains. From the maps in Figure 6.8, it is also clear that not all regions with a 
low strength-to-stiffness ratio experience slip. By visual inspection, it appears that the low 
strength-to-stiffness regions experiencing slip activity have large neighboring regions with a high 
strength-to-stiffness ratio.  The fact that the traces were bound by regions with a higher strength-
to-stiffness ratio may indicate a neighborhood effect where the stiffer, higher strength regions 
produce some type of stress redistribution or allow for load pathways through the material that 
preferentially activates easy basal slip in spatially nearby regions. A similar relationship is found 




features of hard MTRs defined with existing methods based on c-axis orientation. As this 
correlation is found at multiple length scales, it would also be important to define the length scale 
of influence for this proposed neighborhood effect. It is currently unclear if this is a first nearest 
neighbor investigation, or if a greater region of influence should be considered. To fully investigate 
this theory, more experiments on samples with various microstructures would need to be 
conducted to understand if there is a greater neighborhood effect or if this observation is just a 
correlation without an underlying mechanistic explanation. 
6.2.7 Conclusions 
In Ti-6242 under dwell fatigue loading to 90% of the macroscopic, temperature-corrected 
yield strength, individual grains do not behave like MTRs defined by current prevailing methods. 
It was found in Chapter 4 that “prism-soft” MTRs defined by prevailing methods do behave 
cooperatively as effective structural units, but rather long-range slip is accommodated by co-
located grains well oriented for basal slip activity. When considering this newly defined effective 
structural unit that is known to act cooperatively, the slip activity in individual grains matches the 
slip activity of cooperative grains through microtextured regions at all tested temperatures and 
cycles.  Slip activity is dominantly basal through grains well oriented for basal slip at both RT and 
200°C after 2 and 200 cycles. At RT, where the temperature dependent strain rate sensitivity is 
higher than at 200°C, the easily activated basal slip exhausts or causes additional internal stress 
[14], [15], [77]. These factors cause less favorable basal and pyramidal slip to occur in neighboring 
grains to accommodate deformation at RT. This is not believed to occur at 200°C, where the strain 
rate sensitivity is not as significant [15]. Very little prismatic slip is observed at any temperature 
or cycle, indicating that even in an unmicrotextured material prismatic slip is not the driving 




The trends in individual grains follow those observed in the whole gauge section of 
microtextured Ti-6242 at RT and 200°C. By comparing the results of slip activity in individual 
grains with the slip activity through a microtextured material, it is demonstrated that basal slip 
through grains well oriented for basal slip is the primary form of deformation accommodation at 
all temperatures, length scales, and cycles investigated in this study. In unmicrotextured material, 
the short length of the slip traces likely prohibits the formation of long-range dislocation pile ups 
that would result in early load shedding and crack nucleation. The presence of microtextured 
regions, specifically co-located grain well oriented for basal slip would allow for large pile ups 
that represent a life-limiting condition leading to early crack nucleation. It is reasonable to assume 
that with a stricter definition of cooperative grain clusters and MTRs, information from the 
investigation of single grains could be extrapolated for the modeling and understanding of load 
shedding in MTRs. The findings in the present study are useful for identifying the grain 





Chapter 7  Conclusions 
7.1 Conclusions 
Microtextured Ti-6242 under dwell fatigue loading was investigated at multiple length 
scales to understand the plastic strain response of individual grains and microtextured regions at 
RT, 120°C, and 200°C. The dwell fatigue response of near-alpha alloys, such as Ti-6242, is known 
to be dependent on both temperature and local microstructure. This study utilized orientation 
information from electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and high-resolution plastic strain maps 
from digital image correlation (DIC) performed in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) to study 
the correlation between temperature, microstructure, and plastic slip activity over a large area of 
interest. The key findings from this study relative to the microstructure, microtexture, and 
temperature dependence of load shedding during dwell fatigue in Ti-6242 are as follows. 
7.1.1 Microstructure 
● Plastic slip activity at all temperatures and length scales is microstructurally driven, and 
locations that experience slip are evident from early cycles. At all temperatures (RT, 
120°C, and 200°C) and length scales (individual grains and MTRs), new slip traces 
occurred largely in regions that had already exhibited slip. There were no locations that 
exhibited little slip activity after two dwell cycles and subsequently accumulated 
significant slip. This supports the conjecture that slip and its evolution under dwell cycling 
are microstructurally driven by cooperative grain groupings that allow the traversal of 




● Basal slip is the primary active slip family that contributes to long-range slip and 
dislocation pile ups that could result in load shedding and early crack nucleation. 
Deformation at all temperatures and length scales was largely accommodated by long-
range basal slip in co-located grains with high basal Schmid factors, and shorter pyramidal 
slip in nearby grains with high pyramidal Schmid factors. No significant prismatic or 
pyramidal slip was observed to occur independently in areas far from those of basal slip. 
This is likely due to internal stresses initiating the activation of less favorable slip in the 
neighboring grains following the exhaustion of basal slip, indicating that the dwell debit is 
not solely orientation dependent and that we must also consider the effect of 
microstructural neighborhood. 
●    In Ti-6242, prismatic slip activity does not contribute to long-range slip and dislocation 
pile ups that would influence the dwell debit. There was little observed prismatic slip 
activity, despite it being typically reported as the softest slip system. These observations 
do not necessarily imply no prismatic slip is occurring, but that if so, it does not manifest 
as slip traces visible on the surface of the sample during dwell fatigue at 90% of 
macroscopic yield. 
7.1.2 Temperature 
● The temperature dependence of the plastic anisotropy of Ti-6242 is the not primary 
contributor to the temperature dependence of the dwell debit. Plastic deformation is 
accommodated primarily by basal slip at all temperatures and length scales. Previous 
modelling work implies that the temperature dependence of dwell sensitivity is mainly due 
to the temperature dependence of the plastic anisotropy and the CRSS of each slip family 




systems would be expected 200°C, where the dwell debit is not considered significant. In 
both individual grains and clusters of grains, basal slip is the most prevalent slip type, 
which refutes the conjecture that the temperature dependence of plastic anisotropy is the 
primary factor for the temperature dependence of the dwell debit.  
● It is proposed that the temperature dependence of the strain rate sensitivity is more strongly 
linked to the temperature dependence of the dwell debit in Ti-6242. When observing the 
full gauge section of dwelled samples, there was both a greater number and a faster 
accumulation of slip traces at temperatures that exhibit a dwell debit in Ti-6242 (RT and 
120°C) versus that which does not (200°C) when observing the full gauge section of 
dwelled samples. The lack of slip activity at 200°C may be related to the temperature 
dependence of strain rate sensitivity [14], [15], [77], where a more rapid stress relaxation 
occurs with increasing temperature, thereby reducing the number of dislocations in a given 
pileup and resulting in lower effective stresses due to decreased localized plastic strain 
accumulation. 
7.1.3 Microtextured Regions (MTRs) 
● MTRs defined by current prevailing methods do not define the groupings of grains that act 
cooperatively for long-range slip activity that would contribute to large dislocation pile ups 
and load shedding. Slip did not transmit across the entirety of MTRs defined by prevailing 
methods, but rather was driven by contiguous groups of basal-oriented grains. This differs 
from the behavior of MTRs in crack growth studies, where similarly oriented grains do not 
need to be interconnected to behave cooperatively and permit rapid crack growth. The 




accumulate damage under dwell fatigue loading. These results indicate the necessity of 
grain interconnectivity. 
●  At all temperatures (RT, 120°C, and 200°C), grains that behaved cooperatively and 
exhibited long-range plastic slip were (i) co-located; (ii) had high basal and/or pyramidal 
Schmid factors, with basally-soft slip dominating; and (iii) exhibited small variations in 
orientation. 
● The orientation of the c-axis relative to the loading direction is not a complete metric to 
segment clusters of grains that act cooperatively for load shedding under dwell fatigue 
loading. The orientation of the c-axis does not accurately describe or predict regions that 
behave as hard and soft regions in a classic modified Stroh model of load shedding under 
dwell fatigue at any investigated temperature. There is no MTR segmentation that 
accurately describes the bounds of regions of grains that behave cooperatively based upon 
the grouping of the c-axis orientation relative to loading and the minimum allowable size 
of an MTR alone. The sub-regions of classically defined MTRs that act cooperatively 
cannot be captured with a c-axis grouping, no matter how small the allowable tolerance 
angle is. 
● Groups of grains that behave cooperatively to facilitate long range slip have a low strength-
to-stiffness ratio when the basal Schmid factor is used as the strength metric. The strength-
to-stiffness ratio better describes grains that are behaving as hard and soft grains in the 
modified Stroh model of load shedding than the orientation of the c-axis. This metric could 
be used as a hierarchical segmentation metric for MTRs and be used in future modeling 




● The trends in individual grains are identical to the trends observed in the whole gauge 
section of microtextured Ti-6242 at RT and 200°C. By comparing the results of slip activity 
in individual grains with the slip activity through a microtextured material, it is 
demonstrated that basal slip through grains well oriented for basal slip is the primary form 
of deformation accommodation at all temperatures, length scales, and cycles investigated 
in this study. 
●  
7.2 Future Work 
The results of this work leave many questions about load shedding and dwell fatigue in Ti-6242 
unanswered and raise new questions for study. The future work that logically follows from the 
findings in this thesis are related to the understanding of MTRs, microstructural neighborhood 
effects, and the time-dependent nature of load shedding. 
7.2.1 MTRs 
● The results reveal that MTRs defined by prevailing methods do not define the clusters of 
grains that act cooperatively for load shedding and crack nucleation in Ti-6242. Rather, it 
is suggested in this thesis that the regions of cooperative hard and soft grains pertinent to 
load shedding is correlated to the strength-to-stiffness ratio of spatial neighboring grains. 
From this study, grains with a low strength-to-stiff metric where the basal Schmid factor is 
used as the strength factor are associated with regions that experience slip activity, while 
hard regions that resist slip have a relatively higher strength-to-stiffness metric. These 
results speak to the mechanistic importance of a grains ability to deform via basal slip and 
its orientation dependent elastic modulus. An implementation and systematic study of these 




to identify dwell sensitive materials. This metric could be used as a hierarchical 
segmentation metric for MTRs and in future modeling efforts to understand load shedding 
and crack initiation under dwell fatigue. 
● Additionally, in this study, it is clear that basal slip dominates during dwell loading in Ti-
6242 when the peak stress is 90% of macroscopic yield. Therefore, the basal slip strength 
is an appropriate metric for the strength parameter of the strength-to-stiffness ratio 
suggested in this study. For other titanium alloys and peak dwell stress level [44], [45], 
[90], significant amounts of prismatic have been reported. Typically, prismatic slip is 
observed at higher stress levels, which do not necessarily represent the lower stress levels 
that a titanium engine disk would actually experience in service. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that the basal slip activity initiated at lower stress states may be more applicable 
to load shedding in Ti-6242. For other Ti alloys, such as Ti-6-4, it may be necessary to 
determine another strength metric to use in a strength-to-stiffness ratio driven segmentation 
protocol. As discussed in section 2.2.3, there is much debate about the CRSS of each slip 
family and therefore it makes a Taylor factor or normalized average Schmid factor strength 
metric difficult to estimate. Additional studies on the CRSS of a titanium alloy polycrystal 
could be a useful tool to improve estimates of strength produced from more averaged 
approaches. Also, it would be incredibly worthwhile to perform a similar study on Ti-6-4 
or other titanium alloys of interest to determine the ideal strength metric for the specific 
alloys system. 
● These redefined definitions of an MTR and the behavior of cooperative grains should be 
implemented into CPFEM dwell fatigue models for crack initiation. Currently, most 




studies. Chapter 4 highlights the important difference when considering cooperative grain 
behavior and effective structural units for crack initiation and crack growth. Experimental 
studies are both expensive and time consuming compared to computational studies. By 
implementing the stricter parameters for MTR definitions relative to crack growth and 
validating models from the data sets in this study, the community may gain a  vital 
understanding of the mechanisms and microstructural impacts relevant to dwell fatigue 
crack initiation and it’s temperature dependence.   
7.2.2 Microstructural Neighborhood 
● There is evidence of a microstructural neighborhood effect where slip appears to slip first 
in grains well oriented for basal slip spatially near grains with a relatively higher strength-
to-stiffness value, but whether this observation is a coincidence or mechanistically driven 
is still an open question. Additionally, the data clearly indicates that the neighborhood 
effect is not just about direct neighbors or hard/soft pairs but that there could be a sphere 
of influence where the mesoscale texture and location of microtextured regions that 
impacts the propensity of a basal oriented grain to slip. An experimental material with a 
differently processed microstructure where the basally soft grains are not preferentially 
nearby to hard grains and within hard MTRs would be helpful to determine if this a 
mechanistically driven relationship. A parametric analysis of the experimental data 
coupled with a modelling study to investigate the length scale of the proposed 
neighborhood effect is also important to identifying dwell susceptible material. 
7.2.3 Time Dependent Experiments 
● Finally, the microstructural weak-links identified in the present thesis and from the above 




strain maps in this thesis suggests that the temperature dependence of the strain rate 
sensitivity is likely responsible for the temperature dependence of the dwell debit. The rate 
at which this dislocation evolution occurs is estimated to be on the order of tens of seconds 
to minutes [77], [116]. The SEM DIC strain fields collected in this thesis took over 22 
hours to collect over the 4mm x 2.5mm. Therefore in-situ, fast data collection of the strain 
data in a susceptible area would likely lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms 
and temperature dependence of load shedding. Stinville et al. [117] recently tuned the 
parameters in an SEM DIC study to collect a 40 µm x 40 µm image in tens of seconds. 
This was achieved by reducing the resolution, dwell time and size of the image. The strain 
data collected with these reduced parameters accurately captured the slip activity detected 
in the samples from higher resolution imaging and processing conditions. In this proof of 
concept study, they found that in the Ti-7Al alloy dislocations were emitted in a more 
continuous way under a load hold than most other metallic materials which develop slip 
bands by dislocation motion with a very high propagation velocity that is difficult to 
capture experimentally [77], [117]. By using the full field findings in this thesis and the 
above proposed work, the identified regions of interest could be investigated with this time 










Appendix A: Dream 3d MTR Segmentation Pipeline 
Dream3d segmentation pipeline for MTR segmentation and associated statistics is below. The code 
remained constant through each iteration, while only the “Group MicroTexture Regions” and “Minimum 
Size” filters were altered to explore the parameter space for MTR grouping and segmentation. 
{ 
    "00": { 
        "CellAttributeMatrixName": "CellData", 
        "CellEnsembleAttributeMatrixName": "CellEnsembleData", 
        "DataContainerName": "ImageDataContainer", 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Import EDAX EBSD Data (.ang)", 
        "Filter_Name": "ReadAngData", 
        "InputFile": "G:/20190819_SampleP_LowRes_SEMDIC/SampleP_ang.ang" 
    }, 
    "01": { 
        "DestinationArrayName": "Mask", 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Threshold Objects", 
        "Filter_Name": "MultiThresholdObjects", 
        "SelectedThresholds": [ 
            { 
                "Attribute Array Name": "Image Quality", 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
                "Comparison Operator": 1, 
                "Comparison Value": 0, 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            } 




    }, 
    "02": { 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Convert Orientation Representation", 
        "Filter_Name": "ConvertOrientations", 
        "InputOrientationArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "EulerAngles", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "InputType": 0, 
        "OutputOrientationArrayName": "Quats", 
        "OutputType": 2 
    }, 
    "03": { 
        "ActiveArrayName": "Active", 
        "CellFeatureAttributeMatrixName": "AlphaGlobData", 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayName": "AlphaGlobIds", 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 




        "Filter_Name": "EBSDSegmentFeatures", 
        "GoodVoxelsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Mask", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "MisorientationTolerance": 2, 
        "QuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Quats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "UseGoodVoxels": 1 
    }, 
    "04": { 
        "BoundaryCellsArrayName": "BoundaryCells", 
        "CellFeatureAttributeMatrixPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AlphaGlobIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Neighbors", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindNeighbors", 




        "NumNeighborsArrayName": "NumNeighbors", 
        "SharedSurfaceAreaListArrayName": "SharedSurfaceAreaList", 
        "StoreBoundaryCells": 0, 
        "StoreSurfaceFeatures": 0, 
        "SurfaceFeaturesArrayName": "SurfaceFeatures" 
    }, 
    "05": { 
        "EquivalentDiametersArrayName": "EquivalentDiameters", 
        "FeatureAttributeMatrixName": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AlphaGlobIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Sizes", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindSizes", 
        "NumElementsArrayName": "NumElements", 
        "SaveElementSizes": 0, 
        "VolumesArrayName": "Volumes" 
    }, 
    "06": { 
        "CentroidsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Centroids", 




        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AlphaGlobIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Centroids", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindFeatureCentroids" 
    }, 
    "07": { 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AlphaGlobIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeaturePhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Phases", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindFeaturePhases" 




    "08": { 
        "CentroidsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Centroids", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "EquivalentDiametersArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "EquivalentDiameters", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeaturePhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Neighborhoods", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindNeighborhoods", 
        "MultiplesOfAverage": 1.5, 
        "NeighborhoodListArrayName": "NeighborhoodList", 
        "NeighborhoodsArrayName": "Neighborhoods" 
    }, 
    "09": { 
        "AvgEulerAnglesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AvgEulerAngles", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 




            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AvgQuats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AlphaGlobIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Average Orientations", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindAvgOrientations", 
        "QuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Quats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        } 
    }, 
    "10": { 




        "AvgQuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AvgQuats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CAxisTolerance": 20, 
        "CellParentIdsArrayName": "MTRIds", 
        "ContiguousNeighborListArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "NeighborList", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "AlphaGlobIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureParentIdsArrayName": "MTRIds", 
        "FeaturePhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 




        "Filter_Name": "GroupMicroTextureRegions", 
        "NewCellFeatureAttributeMatrixName": "MTRData", 
        "NonContiguousNeighborListArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "NeighborhoodList", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "UseNonContiguousNeighbors": 1, 
        "UseRunningAverage": 1, 
        "VolumesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Volumes", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        } 
    }, 
    "11": { 
        "EquivalentDiametersArrayName": "MTR_EquivalentDiameters_uncheck", 
        "FeatureAttributeMatrixName": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Sizes", 




        "NumElementsArrayName": "MTR_NumElements_uncheck", 
        "SaveElementSizes": 0, 
        "VolumesArrayName": "MTR_Volumes_uncheck" 
    }, 
    "12": { 
        "ApplyToSinglePhase": 0, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeaturePhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellFeatureData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Minimum Size", 
        "Filter_Name": "MinSize", 
        "MinAllowedFeatureSize": 25, 
        "NumCellsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_NumElements_uncheck", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "PhaseNumber": 0 
    }, 
    "13": { 
        "EquivalentDiametersArrayName": "MTR_EquivalentDiameters", 




            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Sizes", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindSizes", 
        "NumElementsArrayName": "MTR_NumElements", 
        "SaveElementSizes": 0, 
        "VolumesArrayName": "MTR_Volumes" 
    }, 
    "14": { 
        "BoundaryCellsArrayName": "BoundaryCells", 
        "CellFeatureAttributeMatrixPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 




        "Filter_Name": "FindNeighbors", 
        "NeighborListArrayName": "MTR_NeighborList", 
        "NumNeighborsArrayName": "MTR_NumNeighbors", 
        "SharedSurfaceAreaListArrayName": "MTR_SharedSurfaceAreaList", 
        "StoreBoundaryCells": 0, 
        "StoreSurfaceFeatures": 0, 
        "SurfaceFeaturesArrayName": "SurfaceFeatures" 
    }, 
    "15": { 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeaturePhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Phases", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindFeaturePhases" 
    }, 
    "16": { 




            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_EulerAngles", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "AvgQuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_AvgQuats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Average Orientations", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindAvgOrientations", 
        "QuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 




            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        } 
    }, 
    "17": { 
        "AvgMisorientationsArrayName": "MTR_AvgMisorientations", 
        "AvgQuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_AvgQuats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeaturePhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Neighbor Misorientations", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindMisorientations", 
        "FindAvgMisors": 1, 
        "MisorientationListArrayName": "MTR_MisorientationList", 
        "NeighborListArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_NeighborList", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 




    }, 
    "18": { 
        "CentroidsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_Centroids", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Centroids", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindFeatureCentroids" 
    }, 
    "19": { 
        "AspectRatiosArrayName": "MTR_AspectRatios", 
        "AxisEulerAnglesArrayName": "MTR_AxisEulerAngles", 
        "AxisLengthsArrayName": "MTR_AxisLengths", 
        "CellFeatureAttributeMatrixName": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CentroidsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_Centroids", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 




        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Shapes", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindShapes", 
        "Omega3sArrayName": "Omega3s", 
        "VolumesArrayName": "Volumes" 
    }, 
    "20": { 
        "AvgCAxisMisalignmentsArrayName": "AvgCAxisMisalignments", 
        "AvgQuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_AvgQuats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CAxisMisalignmentListArrayName": "MTR_CAxisMisalignmentList", 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeaturePhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 




        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Neighbor C-Axis Misalignments", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindFeatureNeighborCAxisMisalignments", 
        "FindAvgMisals": 0, 
        "NeighborListArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_NeighborList", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        } 
    }, 
    "21": { 
        "AvgQuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_AvgQuats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureAvgMisorientationsArrayName": "MTR_FeatureAvgMisorientations", 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 




        }, 
        "FeatureReferenceMisorientationsArrayName": "MTR_FeatureReferenceMisorientations", 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Reference Misorientations", 
        "Filter_Name": "FindFeatureReferenceMisorientations", 
        "GBEuclideanDistancesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "GBEuclideanDistances", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "QuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Quats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "ReferenceOrientation": 0 
    }, 
    "22": { 
        "AvgCAxesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Avg_CAxis_MTRs", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 




        "Filter_Name": "FindAvgCAxes", 
        "QuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Quats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        } 
    }, 
    "23": { 
        "AvgCAxesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Avg_CAxis_MTRs", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureAvgCAxisMisorientationsArrayName": "MTR_FeatureAvgCAxisMisorientations", 
        "FeatureIdsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FeatureReferenceCAxisMisorientationsArrayName": 
"MTR_FeatureReferenceCAxisMisorientations", 
        "FeatureStdevCAxisMisorientationsArrayName": "MTR_FeatureStdevCAxisMisorientations", 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Find Feature Reference C-Axis Misalignments", 




        "QuatsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Quats", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        } 
    }, 
    "24": { 
        "CellEulerAnglesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "EulerAngles", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CellIPFColorsArrayName": "IPFColor_map", 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
            "Data Array Name": "Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Generate IPF Colors", 
        "Filter_Name": "GenerateIPFColors", 
        "GoodVoxelsArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 




        }, 
        "ReferenceDir": { 
            "x": 0, 
            "y": 0, 
            "z": 1 
        }, 
        "UseGoodVoxels": 0 
    }, 
    "25": { 
        "CellEulerAnglesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_EulerAngles", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CellIPFColorsArrayName": "IPFColor_MTR", 
        "CellPhasesArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "MTR_Phases", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "CrystalStructuresArrayPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellEnsembleData", 
            "Data Array Name": "CrystalStructures", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "FilterVersion": "6.4.27", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Generate IPF Colors", 
        "Filter_Name": "GenerateIPFColors", 
        "GoodVoxelsArrayPath": { 




            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "" 
        }, 
        "ReferenceDir": { 
            "x": 0, 
            "y": 0, 
            "z": 1 
        }, 
        "UseGoodVoxels": 0 
    }, 
    "26": { 
        "FilterVersion": "1.0.67", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Write DREAM.3D Data File", 
        "Filter_Name": "DataContainerWriter", 
        "OutputFile": 
"G:\\20190819_SampleP_LowRes_SEMDIC\\SampleP_Paper2_smallMTR_CaxisStd\\SampleP_tol20_min
size25.dream3d", 
        "WriteTimeSeries": 0, 
        "WriteXdmfFile": 1 
    }, 
    "27": { 
        "CellFeatureAttributeMatrixPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "DelimiterChoice": 0, 
        "FeatureDataFile": 
"G:\\20190819_SampleP_LowRes_SEMDIC\\SampleP_Paper2_smallMTR_CaxisStd\\Sample 
P__MTRTol20_Cleaned_RmTempFatigue_WithNeighborData_MTRData.csv", 
        "FilterVersion": "1.0.67", 




        "Filter_Name": "FeatureDataCSVWriter", 
        "WriteNeighborListData": 1 
    }, 
    "28": { 
        "CellFeatureAttributeMatrixPath": { 
            "Attribute Matrix Name": "AlphaGlobData", 
            "Data Array Name": "", 
            "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
        }, 
        "DelimiterChoice": 0, 
        "FeatureDataFile": 
"G:\\20190819_SampleP_LowRes_SEMDIC\\SampleP_Paper2_smallMTR_CaxisStd\\Sample 
P_MTRTol20_Cleaned_RmTempFatigue_WithNeighborData_GlobData.csv", 
        "FilterVersion": "1.0.67", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Export Feature Data as CSV File", 
        "Filter_Name": "FeatureDataCSVWriter", 
        "WriteNeighborListData": 0 
    }, 
    "29": { 
        "Delimiter": 0, 
        "FileExtension": ".txt", 
        "FilterVersion": "1.0.67", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Export ASCII Data", 
        "Filter_Name": "WriteASCIIData", 
        "MaxValPerLine": 1, 
        "OutputPath": "G:\\20190819_SampleP_LowRes_SEMDIC\\SampleP_Paper2_smallMTR_CaxisStd", 
        "SelectedDataArrayPaths": [ 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
                "Data Array Name": "MTRIds", 




            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
                "Data Array Name": "X Position", 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
                "Data Array Name": "Y Position", 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
                "Data Array Name": "MTR_FeatureReferenceMisorientations", 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
                "Data Array Name": "EulerAngles", 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
                "Data Array Name": "AlphaGlobIds", 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "CellData", 
                "Data Array Name": "IPFColor_map", 




            } 
        ] 
    }, 
    "30": { 
        "Delimiter": 0, 
        "FileExtension": ".txt", 
        "FilterVersion": "1.0.67", 
        "Filter_Human_Label": "Export ASCII Data", 
        "Filter_Name": "WriteASCIIData", 
        "MaxValPerLine": 1, 
        "OutputPath": "G:\\20190819_SampleP_LowRes_SEMDIC\\SampleP_Paper2_smallMTR_CaxisStd", 
        "SelectedDataArrayPaths": [ 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
                "Data Array Name": "MTR_EquivalentDiameters", 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
                "Data Array Name": "MTR_EulerAngles", 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
                "Data Array Name": "MTR_AvgMisorientations", 
                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 




                "Data Container Name": "ImageDataContainer" 
            }, 
            { 
                "Attribute Matrix Name": "MTRData", 
                "Data Array Name": "MTR_AvgQuats", 
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